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1. INTRODUCTION .

There has been mueh debate among edtitators in the-last decade about the status.

of foreign language programs at the elementary .school level. This report -was

undertaken in 'order to investigate what is going ohin elementary rhools across

the country. While a nationwide enrollment study 20 years ago (Breunig 1960)

found that more than 1.25 million elementary schoo children were studying

foreign,language in elementary schools, the most recent surveys would lead us to

believe that fofeign language in the elementay.school (FLES) is a dying phenom-

enon. In reality, results of the present ptoject indicate that there is much
.

activity in elementary school language instruction, and public interest seems to

be extremely high in many areas and atleast incipient in others. Benet:se of

this interest, there is an urgent need to gather information on the eXtent.and

nature of elementpry school foreign language instruction iu general,, and to

identify and study some of the most promising modes of such instruction as they

exist in schools today, so as'to have'this-informat available to those who

aTe'considering instituting programs.

If one wete to judge the level of activity in elementarpschool-language

instruction in this country upon the most recent published surveys, me would

have Co conclude That the phenomenon was virtually non - existent in American t

schools, and'that it was on its -way to extinction. A survey of state foreign

language superVisors conductedby Adcock (1976) concluded that, with the excep-'

Lion -of a few localities and states where significant programs existed;

FLES.is an almost completely defunct creature." Two years later, Neel (1978)

reported that 17' of'23-state foreign. language coordinators indicated that FLES

had either disappeared or signifraintly declined in the recent past. Neel noted

that the vest majority of the states indicating a decrease or disappearance of

FLES activity cited financial reasons. Although neither of these survey's

claimed tole a.representative national study of enrollment in elementiry

language instruction, one" could 'surmise Irom them that the number of such

programs in this country had declined alarmingly.
#

The Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL) felt that this conclusion had to be

erroneous. 'There was likely to be more interest in the area of FLES' than these

recent surveys showed. .Furthermore, thve.are some innovative approaches to

elementary school language instructionthat appear to hold great promise for the
1
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future....This is indicated by a high level of public interest in elementary

school foreign language instruction.. In a recent public opinion poll commissioned

by;theiPresident's Commission onloreign Language and international Studies.

(Eddy, 1980b), 76% of the respondents from a nationally'representative:sample

indicated that they thought foreign language instruction should be offered at

the elementary 6chool level, and 42Z'belitved that foreign language instruction.

should be required in elementary! school. In addition, CAL Is receiving an

increasing number of inquiries frail parents interested in beginning sale sort of

language instruction for their children. Further, both the foreign. languag e and

the general elementary sc hool pedagogical literature include an-increasing

number of references to program start-ups and otherFLES-related activities.

For example, thb October 1979 Issue of'Instructor magaafne, a journal intended

for eleMentary school teachers, included a four-page article outlining some

rudiments of elementary school language instruction for the uninitiated elemen-
..

Cary teacher.' Recent Issues of American Education have discussed Chicago's
. P

Elementary "Language.Academies".(May 1980). and Milwaukee's language immersion

program (July 1981). 'One can only conclude that_putlic interest in.elementary

school foreign laaitage instruction is on the increase. In.addition, a recent

poll of.th.emembership of the gortheast Conference of the Teaching of Foreign

.Languages (NEC) indicated that FLES.activity. is likely!, e be considerably, more

widespread that reported by Neel and Adcock: Over.20% of the NEC survey respon-

dents indicated that there was a FLES'program in their school district or pri-'

vate school (Eddy, 1980a).

Contrary to muctgpf the. recent published information about the state or elemen- t

tary school foreign language instruction in this country, these findings indi-

cated -Oat the time had come 4' take a serious look at what is happenittg,'to

gather data on the kinds of programs in existence, and,to focus more specifi-

cally on those programs that appear to be most promising.
. .

The type of research we conducted was specifically called for in the report of

'the President's Commission on Foreign Language'and International Studies, Which

recommended 'funding for...early language training, as was attempted'
.

through...FLES programs in the early 196061-but subsequently abandoned..:[and

lor]...immersion programs employing the foreign language -to teach other

subjects." '(p39-40).

a
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The objectives Of the current project were as follows:
,'

1. To gather secent bibliographic information about elementary
,

'school foreign language instruction, and to make this bibliography.
. .

as accessible as possible to potential readers through the ERIC

'system and otherwise. This bibiography was to include items on %.

. .i.., ,
s'

research questions, curribulum,
)

and program description and

)
.

Five'typeS of innovative programs were observed and sere as'the basis for this

report: total immersion, partial immersion, curriculum- integrated foreign

language instruction, revitaliied FLEE, andoreign langUage experience (FLEX).

'Two bilingual education programs aimed at teaching English to non-native

Speakers were included inithe site visits but are not the main focus of this

study. The model with the most ambitious fluency goals, total immersion, refers

to programs-that teach the regular elementary school Curriculum through the

'medium of the foreign language. Partial immersion refers to programs that teach,

up to 50% of their classes through the medium of the foreign language. The

scurriculut-integrated!model conducts daily foreign language classes in the
,

foreign language, an includes additional language and 'culture instruction

taught by the regular classroom teacher. The revitalized FLES1todel includes

before/after.or during school classes with a conversational emphasis as well as.

evaluation. . ...." ,
. - .

2. In selected states, together baiic information about the
. .

extent of- elementary foreign language instruction in represen-

tatix, sChOol districts for bnth,in-school and after-school

programs.

3. In.achooldistricts where innovative programs were iden-

tilied, to collect iextensive information about the district, the

program itself, and theplace which the program occupies within

the district's foreign languagecurricaUm at both the elementary

and the secondary levels.

.4. To provide professionals, administrators,40d teachers from

representativeinnovative'programs an'opportunity:to meet, to

exchange ideas, and to-chart directions forthe future.

5. To vsoliide 'a published record of our iffvestigation which will

-.serve imelk-resOUrce for those considering implementing elementary

SChool fOreign,1 language instruction in che near future.
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a cultural awarenese emphasis. The.FLEX approach was developed in the,1970s us

'a result,cf decreased budgets and increased interest in foreign language. The

purpese of FLEX is' to give the children an exposure to the foreign language and

culture; fluency is,not a goal. The FLEX program, with its limited goals, ie
a ...

designed so that classroom Eeachers, with little knowledge of the foreign

4

language can, learn along with -t.Mir students. Up to three languages have been

introduced to a'class in one year with this approach.

. The purpose of thts reportis to present oui,fAndings of the research on thee

programt*.:Tfie report is organized as follows: literature reviews tesults oC

survey, general overview of site .visits with euimaries of the 18 schools

Vatted, recommendations for elementary. foreign language programs, and

conclusions.

a
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW
) . . t

The purpose of this review is to acquaint the reader with relevant literature

that deals,with divdrse aspects of foreign language teaching at the elementary

level.' The discussion will be grouped under three general headings. The first

is the optimal aget which children should begin to study foreign language.

Second, literature dealing with program design, including revitalized FLES,

foreign language experience (FLEX),.and immersion will be cited. The third area

is a review of'the evaluation Literature for both immersion and FLdprograms,

focusing on whether theie programs meet their stated objectives. The

bibliography also contains a list of instructional materials used in elementary

,foreign langUage'classes, and a list of publications t1jat describe the history

of early foreign language instruction in the U.S.

Optimal age for learning a fordignlanguage

There has been much debate in the east decades concerning the optimal age for

learning a foreign language. Is there an age that is best for learning a

foreign Linguage? fthis been a common belief that younger children learn

languages rqr, easily than adults and have a "better ear" for aquiring a second

language. Research aitdies have produced conflicting data -- some indiCating

that yourtger language learners do better, and oti}drs suggesting that older

language learners succeed more rapidly and efficiently.

Genesee (1978), in a discussion of'optimai age for Starting second language

instruction, argues that there are advantages related to- me and learner effi-

ciency that are associated differentially with early and late instruction in a

second language. He concludes from past studies concerning the learnkne rate of

students at different age.s that older students seem to be snore effiUent learn-

ers than younger students. In other words,'given the same amount of time, ado-

lescent will learn as much or more than younger children. However, at the same

-time, there is a disadvantage to'starting second language instruction late, 1

,F

namely, the reduced amount of time.available for learning. Therefore, the

advantage of early instruction in a second language is similar to that of early'

instruction for any skill; the earlier one starts, the' more instructional Con-
,-

t act poisible. Genesee concludes that the - advantages of-extended time and

-opportunities furnished by early instruction suggest that the advantage seems to
2

lie with an ear4 beginning followed,by work at the secondary level. /*

40.
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A major study whose results are in direct conflict with the "earlier the better"

language learning theory was conducted by 'Duracell et al. (1974). It involved a

ten-year study 'of French instruction in the primary schools inEngland.',The

purpose of the longitudinal studywas to examine the factors affecting the deve-

lopment.ef foreign language skills in the nOtmal school environment (1974, p20).

Two national samples of: ptimary schools pupils, comparable in ability and

apcioeconomic status, were taught.French under reasonably controlled conditions

over a"period of several years. When comparing the language achievement of

the group who began thestudyof French at age eightwith those who began at

age eleven, it was concluded that.therels, no substantial differential

.gain by students who began to learn at age eight. The only area in which the
. .

pupils taught'French from the age of eight conri§tently showed any superiority

was that of listening comprehens&l. The researchers claimed that although the

differences between the various groups of pupils were statistically significant,

they were hardly "substantial" in nature: Although those taught French at age

eight did.not. appear to gain in subject mastery, they did appeal to itprove in

'attitudes toward language learning. They retained a more favorable attitude

'toward speaking the language than did those who were not,introduced to French

until the age of eleven. Burstall et al. concluded from their findings that

"the weight of the evidence has combined with the balance of opinion'to tip the

-scales against a possible expansion of the teaching of French. in primary

-

',schools."

In response to Burstall's study, H. H. Stern (1976) warns of the danger of

creating a false. dichotomy between the nedrologist.Wilder.,,Penfield'4 theory of-

early language'learning (which provided thetopltus for many of the theorists

promoting early language learning),'and Burstalll's theory of later language

learning. Stern warns againsthaving to makea 'clear choice between:the two

theories. In accordance with Genesee, Stern suggests that, on developmental

grounds, each age 'in life probably hls its peculiar advantages and disadvantages

for language. learning. To approach the problem, he suggesta:.that agreement

needs to be reached on the 0.timate proficiencylevels that should be achieved

in school. Then, the amount 'of' time needed for effective langiiage learning,

given different methodologies and expertise, should be defined. Lastly, the
1

starting level and approach shouldbe decided in an experimental and pragmatic

way. He notes that in the 1960s the mistake was made ofexpecting miracles -by

.6' 9
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_..!,N merely staiting young. Th ...he wars Chit starting late as such Is not.the
c

answer either (1976,'p292) .

4' v

I

1

in support of 0,A "earlier the better" theory, Seliger, Krashen, and Ladefoged

(1975) present data indicating that puberty may be'an important turning mint in

language learning ability. Their data came from a survey in anon- classroom

setting of non-mother tongue speakers Of Ed%lish and Hebrew who immigrated to

the U.S. and Israel at ages "9 and under," "10 to 15" and "16 and oirer." Results

suggest- that there are limits to 'the degree of linguistic perfection' that may be

expected from adult second language learners Members of .the 9-and-under group,

for the most part, self-reported that most speakers of ttieir target language:

thought tileY were native speakers.. In contrast, most members of the 16-and-over

group'felt they still had a foreign accent The number of subjects in the 10-15°

dear old group who reported a non-native like accent in the second language was

nearly identical to the number who reported ma accent. It is suggested that

there is a real difference between 4dult and child language learning. Seliger,

et-al. conclude that more "detailed investigatian of lingustic competence in-
.,

young and older secondlanguage lea ners*Will clarify how and why puberty has

the effe t it does on language lear7ing."

In contrast, Snewand Hoefnagel-Mhle (1977) 'reported findings suggesting that

younger-children are not better than older children and adults in learning

accurate' pronunciation of a second language. In a controlled laboratory study,

adult learners (aged 21-31) performed significantly better on a pronunciation

test of Duch words than did students aged'15 and younger.

. .

In a survey of the results of several research studies on the optimal age question,

Krashen, et al. (1979) analyzed 17 experimental and naturalistic studies on

second language attainment. On this basis they suggest three generalizations

concerning the relationship between age, rater and eventual attainment in a

second language: (1) adults propeed.through early stages of. syntactic and

MorphologicalAevelopment faster than .children (where time and exposure are held

constant); (2),older children' acquire a second language faster titan younger

children (again, in early stages of morphological and syntactic development
.

where time.and exposure are held constant); and (3) learners who begin natural

exposure to second languagAs during childhood gene611yachieve higher overall

second language proficiency than those who 'begin as adults.

7
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While recent research reports have claimed to 'refute the hypothesis that there

a critical period fOr language acquiationdtheavailable research is

cotisiSteni with the three geaerallzations above. It is difficult to compare

t lies when some of teen deal with language learning in the classroom 'while

others Weal with language acqvisition in.natural.Lstic settings. It is safe to

say that,.os of yr', there can be no generalization made as 03 a'specific opti-

mum age for acquirina second language. Research has ,shown that older age

groups perform better at.Ortain tasks, while younger children have certain

other, distinct advantagea.

Program design_

The design of three,main types of elementary foreign language programs will be

discussed: revitalized FLES, foeign language experience (FLEX), and language

immersion. Revitalized FLES programs, of the 1980s are those that have classes'

up to five times a week either before, during, oe after school. They are called

"revitalized" because they take a different approach than the traditional FLES

programs of the 1950s and 1960s. 'Unlike the traditional programs that were not

aimed at development of communication skills, revitalized FLES programs empha-

size conversational skills as weThas cultural awareness. Thule programs vary
;

in their specific' goals and in the' amount ofT.sie spent per day in the '

classroom. UnforEunately, there is little published material available on indi-

vidual FLES ptograms. The material that is available is usually unpublished.or

not publicized'. -An exemplary FLES program design for befote- andafterschool

classes

Foreign

(1979).

is outlined in Fairfax County (Vtrginia) Public Schools', "Elementary

Language Teacher:PTA Liason Handbook" (1979) and Program of Studies

The basic\content for elementary language classes is included as well

as suggested dialogues and sentences forusing the material. Also included are

lists of available published _resources and materials useful in the classroom.

Fairfax's program is taught by foreign language specialists who c.re not required

to have teaching certifisation.',/

1

On the other hand, another. model FLES prograin,in Lexington, Massachusetts Publi

Schools, takes place during the regular school day and is.taught by full-time

language specialists. Their "Foreign LanguagsCurriculum,Guide". (1977) outlines the

course
,

content for grades 4-6 as well as for grades 7=12. It includes a ,//

4ationale-for 7beginning-foreign-language-at-theTelementany--level,-a-summany_a___,
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the course of study., sample departmental FLES exams, guinea, songs; resourcee,

end'a 1je of available
.

, .

The foreign language experience (FLEX) program (also called "LEX") iefound.in, .

t
. . .

among other areas, Aime Artindel County, Maryland, Indiana, and Kansas. FLEX
. ,

proponents stress that FLEX is not aiming atfluencyi'buerather is an experien-

tial or. enrichment Component of the primary grades curriculum .(Indiana
1 . ...

,. .

a.

Department of public Instruction, 1981). It, is no intended 83 the beginning of

a foreign language sequence,'alehoughlit is used as en aid to help children

decide which language to study at a later date. The great advantage of this

method is thai teachers with no previous background in fOreign language may use

it. They are given a two -day training course and Lien learn e language gra-:
. )

dually along with the children. Self-explanatory audio tapes are included with

eachlesson\to help the teacher and students learn,the l'anguage
. .

materials have been developed in French, Spanish, and German. A similar progra ,

was initiated by Anne Arundel County in 1978 it 18)elementary schools staffed
41.

/ -classroom teachers, parent volunteers, and high school teachers. The purpose df

the Maryland prbgram was to IntrAuce, on a ver;informal basis. words, phrases,

and simple conversations in a foreign language, in gra des K-6. Bebause of the

limited goals of FLEX, the same,students can be exposed to more than one

language per y ear.

The 1.1.!S. immersion programs are based

the monograph by W.E. Lambert and

Children: The Sc'. Lambert Experiment

immersion programs teach all of the regular elementaryschool courses invades
.

K-2 throUgh the medium of the second language, and gradually\inerease the-amount

of,E4lish in grades 3-6. .By the time children in\kmmersiOn dograms'tomplete.

,

generalAr mon the.Canadian odel described .

G.R.'Tucker, Bilingual Education of

(1972). Started in the U.S. in1972,

,/tie K -6' sequence, they are functionally fluent .in alsecond language (i.e., able

to function as a sixth grader in a French. German, or.Spanish-speaking country'

would), and also do as well on tests of English word knowledge, worddiscrimi-

nation, and language usage as their peers taught.orily threugh the medium of

English: The,Canadian immersion model has been adopted in

add is described/by Myriam Met in "Bilingual Education for

(1978); by Gabriel4Jacobs in An American-Foreign Language

How To" (1978); and byWilliam Derrick and Khorshed Randeria in "Early Immersion

in French- (1979)4

13 areas in the.US.
.

Speakers of English".

Immersioa-Program:

0

U.

,
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Variations of the total immersion model,have evolved in different school

systems, including a partial immersion model where less than 50% of thitday'is

spert.in the,loreign language. Because these terms have been used to describe a

variety of methods, clarification is necessw!y for the discussion. Total
.

immersion
11

as described above; refers to programs where all the instruction is
1.., ..:

,

via the target language in the early' years, and English instruction is gradually
t

increased in the upper grades(3-6). Variations of the originalsSt. Lambert'
A,

1 I

50/50F
1"

nch/English ratio in the sixth grade are found in U.S. immersion

program's. The Ctiver City, California progr.am, for example, has a 60% Spanish_,_
I

40% English pmbination'in sixth grade. Programs in San Diego, California and

Montgomery County, Maryland have a higher percentage of classes taught in the

foreign languagethrough the sixth grade; their, ratio is.-as high.as 80/20.
1

Milwaukee follows the St. Lambert model with a 50/50 ratio reached by sixth

grade. The common element for all variations of the immersion modeljs that
. .

they start -out in the early years with all instruction in the foreign language..
.

partial immersion refers -to scl ols where up to 50%'of the content area classes

1?

are taught in the foreign Ian age (see, for example, the program description

for Cincinnati Public Schoolty.' -IP

410 ^

- Program Evaluations

Much research has been carried out in Canadta evaluating immersion programs, e.g.

Genesee (1979), Swain'(1978); McInnis et al. 76), Barikand.Swain (1975),

Irvine (1976), and others. Stein et al. (1976) evaluated the three approaches ,

to teaching French used by the four major boards of education in Ontario:""core"

French, "extended" pienCh, and French immersion: CoreTrench-refers'to a daily

period of instruction in French (equivalent to FLES); the.extended program

option involves partial immersion as defined.above,' where daily instruction in

the French. language may vary from a.single subject content course to nearly 50%

of the total instruction time; and immersion programs4are those in which most of
.

the instruction is in French. The Stern et al. study assessed the following for

each program: progress in French, native language development; general editca-

rt.

tional. progress, attitude development,:and.other-psychological characteristics

that might be influenced by the increased use of French in the curriculum. The

study found that all three program options have-potential for language learning;

however"; the authors warn against treating three types ofprograms as rigidly

divided alternatives: They reCOmmend a clearer definition of program'obiectives,

10
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--Nome nttenLiou tor-curriculum Ifesearch and development, and greater concern for

the cultural and affective'aspecta 'of the curriculum. Z"

0

Other research (Edwarda,1976)

of iMmersion and core programs

linguistic devel pment, social

of children in b th programs.

included a longitudinal evaluation of the effects

in Ottawa

maturity,

Children

, comparthg the language proficiency,

academic achievement, and intelligence

in third and fourth grade immersion.

classes were compared with .those in the 60-minutes-per-day program. Also,
A

progresa of students in seventh grade immersion classes, was-compared with that

of children in traditional seventh gr0e c26 programs,' and 30-minute periods

were compared with 607 inute Periods. toe reaching_ French in grades five to

eight.'

Perhaps because of the quantity and excellent quality of research coming from

Canada, little published research has been carried out in U.S. schools with the
. ,

major exception of-the Culver City, California program.. As a result of its

inception by scholars at the University of California at
,

Los Angeles, there has

been more interestLiii.: oing:research on Culver City than on other immersion '

. .

programs. For example see Boyd (1974), Campbell (1972), Cathcart, ,(197,Z1,

Conen'(1974a, 19741; 1975,11976) COhen et al,, (1973), Cal4an (1978), and Lebach

(1974), .amongoth4s. Studies of the original pilot group in kindergarten
.,/

.

(Cathcart, 1972).and in first grade indicate that the students: (1) have suf-
..

fered no retardation in English oral or reading ckills, (2) are able to achieve

at grade levelin non-language subject matter (math) taught In their second

language, and (3) are effectively learning Spanish (Lebach, 1974). In an eve-

luatiOn after the,first two years, Cohen (1974b) notes that, as in the case of

the St. Lambert study, the EngliSh-speaking students acquire competence in

understanding, speaking, reading, and writing Spanish, while maintaining
.."

:English-language proficiency. These s" dents were also performing on a,par with

rtheirAnglish-speaking age group in o r sut/ject areas.

Other:IRS' schools that have carried 'out evaluations of tneir.p6grams generally
r.

report that_immersion students do just as well as "non-immersion students on

',;,..Engli.s11-anguage achievement tests (for example, see San Diego's Intercultural

Language Program (IL?) Newsletter (1980) and Milwaukee's test results (1981)].

These pivg. am nave'been interested in proving to concerned parents that indeed

Y



their children are doing as well as the.non-immersion studenta in all the

subjects. Now that immersion has a strong base In the United States, and
%

s

American parents are becoming aware that immersion students do as well in their
i

native language as the.control students do, it is time for U.S. research to head

in the direction of exa
\

ining the degree of.fluency achieved by these students

in the foreign language. There is little research on this topic to date.

Although immersion programs havre specific objectives related to functional

fluency, i.e. to'be able to communicate flueAsky (understand, speak, read, and

write) in the foreign language with the ability to function in thelanguagein

the classroom.and everyday life, few, as yet, have attempted to systematically

evaluate their programs in relation to their rorei n)l)eiguage goals.

S.*

In regard to achievement-'in FLES programs, studie ave been conducted comparing

performance of FLES students and non-FLES stude s in upper-level language

classes.. Brega and Newell (1965) studied the effect. Of exposure to French in

the elementary giades on the Modern Language Association (MLA-Cooperative) tests

of listening comprehension, speaking, reading, and Writing, and compared results

with regular French III (non-FLES) students. The FLES group performed signifi-

can;ly better on all four MLA tests than did the group who began French in high
A

school. A study was done in Hinsdale Public Sehools,,District 181, (Karabinus,
.

1976) toraftpaye performance on four special auditory tests ,between groups of

5th, 6th, a 7th graders who hid FLES beginning in the 5th.grade, and 5th, 6th,

and 7th g ders who had had no foreign language instruction. At all grade,

'levels, the means cm Auditory Memory of Content (32-item test) for FLU students

were significantly higher than the means for thoSe not in foreign language

-_.dograma.

An extensie FLES evaluation vas carried out in the public school system of

Fairfield, Connecticut in 1968 (One to, 1968). The purpose of the study was to

investigate the degree to which the teaching of foreign languages in elementary

school can produce high school graduates with language skills significantly

superior to graduates,whose only language study-was in high school. When com-

pared with previous studies, this study was unique because former,FLES students

in grades 9-12 were, for the most part, assigned to "continuing" classes

separate from students who began
i

le ening a foreign language in high school.

Frenchand Spanish skills in speaking, reading, .writing, and listening of stu-
.

12
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dents in grades 10, li, and 12 were measured with the MLA-Cooperative tests.

Conclusions. were reached that: (1) pupils who begin continuous study of a

foreign language in grade there can achieve, in most instances, significantly'

greater skill in reading, writing, speaking, and understanding the language than

their peers who begin language study in high school. (2) In the audio-lingual

-Skills, high schlool sophomores who study a foreign language continuously from

the third grade can be equal to or better than students two grades ahead of them

who begin language study,in high school. (3) High school students who stud a

foreign' language continuously from the third grade can be as skillful in reading

and writing the langUage as students one grade ahead of them who begin language

study in high school. .

Ai is true for the immersion programs, there is no standdized FLES test that

can be used to assess language proficiency. Because of this, there is little

published material on evaluatidn of FLES programs in relation to their

objectives. Some FLES programs, like'the one in Lexington, Massachusetts, have

developed their own language assessment for the elementary level. Because FLES

programs of the 1960s were criticized for having overly ambitious fluency goals

or for not attempting to-idefine their objectives, revitalized FLES programs of

the 1980sjust be extremely*careful.about stating their objectives and eve-
.

luating their programs.

1
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" III,: SURVEY OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FOREIG1.LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION IN EIGHT STATES.

Because ot the lack%f,data on the number and types of foreign ianguage
%

programs in U.S. elementary schools, a sample survey was conducted of randomly

s lected schools in eight states to find out how many programs these specific '

Cates have. Although these results cannot be generalized for the entire U:S.,47

they can certainly be useeto estimate the foreign langupge activity in these
. 'N

.

eighestates. The eight states were chosen because we knew of at least one,
,

innovative elementary school foreign language program in each. The:states sur-
.

veyed were: California, Illinois, Maryland, Aassachusetts, .New York.,

a
Pennsyslvania,'Ohio, and Wisconsin.

How the survey was carried out

We. obtained inforMation on the number of elementary schools in !the eight states

from Market Data Retrieval (MDR) in Westport, Cobnecticut0. Froi them, we

received three sets of mailing,labeis addressed to arandomly choden 5% sample

of the elementary schools in the eight states. By MDR's definition, the term

"elementary schools" includes-K-3, K-6, K-8, K-12, and any other schools that

have some primary grades.' The schoolswere categorized according 03 geographic

location (suburkan, urban and rural) and type (public, private [non- Catholic],

and Catholic). A post card questionnaire was bent to principals of the 1,237
-

schools .asking, ''Are foreign language(s) currently being taught in your elemen-

tary school?" Respondents who answered affirmatively were also aRked to mark, the

language(s) taught, and write the name and-address orate contact person at

their schnol'responsible for foreign language (see sampl. e card. appended). The

post card was accompanied an explanatory Metter about the survey as well as a.

one-page description of the "project. In an attempt to elicit a higjresponse

rate, the reply card was pre-stamped and address', and the schools merely had

to check off answers and drop the card in the mail. As an added minor

iniftive, a complimentary CAL bookmark w'nclosed.

Rata ofresp6nse

The Initial post card mailing yielded a 15% response front 1,237 elementary

school principals..

subsequently mailed

,,.additional schools,

Table 1, the total

A second set of questionnaires yith a reminder letter was

to.the 1,056 non-respondents and , produced replies front 272

for an overall response rate of.37%. Ascan be 'Seen in

response was 453 eleientery schools out of 1,237.

7
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/Table 1: /late of Return of questionnaire

, .

bittlelsatling

.

1st return 2nd return.
(foIltIw-ue)

242

25%

..

29%

Total turn

191

t29

t33

% return

: ' 362

sse

40Z

freggency

82 .

48

51

, 2

15%

IS%

15%

frequency,

109

" 81

.

82

Suburban
schools

Urban
schools

Rural
zechoole

532

.

333

332
t

TOTAL
ti

-

1,227 181 02 272

.

252 453 3771

Results O questionnaire .. . 1

Of the 453 elementary schools responding, 18% reported Ina they do teach

foreign languages either before, during, or after school. Fifty-two percent of

the schoo\ls have never taught foreign language, while 25Z reported-that they ..

have taugh \ foreign language in the past, but do ppe do so currently., The _

remainder of,the respondents (5Z) reported that they were considering starting

up foreign language classes but did not currently have them.

Table 2:- Response by School Location

"Are foreign languages currently being taught in your elementary'schoolr

YES NO but are
considertng

61

6%
- .

2%

NO, but taught
In past

26%

%

27%

221

NO, never

43%

481

621

Urban-
schools

Suburban
schools

Rural
'schbols

-4
p.

25%

'. 19%

II%

TOTALS tax '5% 251'

. ,

52%

In *taminingthe responses'in the four categories, the most disturbing finding-is

that.,5% of.the schools formerly taught foreign language but cnrrently do not.
1,

Rowdver, it is not known how recently the schools thy responded haropped

foreign -language classes from' their curriculuni. Perhaps future studies can

address the specific reasons why foreign'langnage. classes. were discontinued at

15
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some elementaty schools. The 5% who reported they were considering starting

foreign language classes will be-contacted .during thenext year to find out whit

type of program they are considering and to offer CAL's assistande in initiating

a program. I

What states are teaching foreign languages?

Inour results, Maryland, New York, California, and Massachusetts rank at the

top of the eight sstates.urveyed in the percentage of elementary schools ..

teaching foreign languag . Pennsylvinia ranks next, while Illinois, Wisconsin,

and Ohipiank the 1pwest

Table 3: Response ,State

"Are foreign languages currently being taugh' in yOur elementary ichOel?"
\

/IIICUTE TES NO ling are
considering

NO, but taught'
. In past

...-

NO, never Total 4 schools
desponding

Total 4
contacted

I

ND

NY

C.A

NA

PA

IL

011

WI

292

282

242

13%

172

1%

92

92

,

.

r%

tOZ

22

82 ,

32 1
i

0 1

62

52

. 4%

292

27%

28Z

37Z

20Z
.

il%

24Z
. .

28%

%

.

322

43%

0%

37%

632.

662

62Z

592

.
31

67

93

30

54

64
. .

.0 68

46

73

174
. '

279

107

161.

let

165

97

a

-

.

TOTAL ,182 sz 252-
de 1

522 453 1,237

It must be kept
.X
in mind that -these results show he relative numbers et;elemen-

\ 4

, tary foreign language programs,.and do not necessarily reflect quality. -Some

uf the most innovative programs are found in the States .with the les amount of

foreign language activity, i.e. Milwaukee, Wisconsin's immersion program,

Cincinnati, Ohio'S immersion programi-and Chicaio'l Language Academies.
o.

a
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. What languages are .being taught?
J.

Spanish is the language reported taught'by most schools (48 icgols), followed.
.

:by French (34
(..

sthools), German (7 schools) , -Latin (6 schels) , and Italian,
.

. ,

Filipino, Cantonese, Seneca Indiah, and Croacian,(each taught at 1 Out..

of the 83 elementary schools that do teach foreign aanguage 14 teach M re than

"Op

.one language:.

co,

Table 4: Languages Taught in Elementary Schools (by state)

SPANISH FRENCH GERMAN LATIN ITALY& FILIPINO CANTONZSE -S. INDIAN CROATIAN IONEDEN.
I 44'

CA

NT*

II.

Na

ON

MA-

?A
. rr

WI

15

10

6

6

:13

2

1

.

,.

6

9

4

3

3
.

6

3

1

1

1

2

2

2

4

1

1

1

4
.

1

C.
,

t

1

'

.

.

1

.

Which type of school teaches more foreignilanguage?

The schools are divided into three typeusjoublic, private (non-Catholic, non-

public schools), and Catholic. The private schools report teaching more foreign

language at. the- elementary level than public or Catholic' schools. Thirty three

,pefcent of the private schools teach foreign language, 23% of the Catholic'

sc ools, and 16% of the public schools.

Table'5: Response by Type of School
A.

"A e foreign languages currently being taught in your elementary school?"

..-

4 1
Private schools

Ca thillic schools

Public schools

YES, r NO6 but are
considering

NO. Out taught
. in past

NO never
,

33%

232

16%

I

18Z

SZ.

'42

21%

36%

242

28%
..,

36%

$62

.

25%
-.

.1----
I_ 522

tomft

1,.

TOTAL
:V--

. 18%

...

520

\117 20
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V*

.Survey conclusion
. .

The purpose of this survey was,to'givea general estimate of the amount of ele-

mentary
-,

school Ianguge instruction in eight states. Theie results shduld not be
N

. interpreted as representing elementary language instruction in theentire U.S..

However, the 18Z of schools that do teach elementary foreign langulie give a

good sense of the amount of early lariguage instruction in the eight states
t -

sup/ey&l. These results are, contrary to the results of past surveys (Neal,

andand (Adcodk, 1976) that found little; if any elementary instruction.f

,
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IV.'SITE VISITS
c

Overview of site visits

In an effort to discover more about specific elementary school foreign language

programs on a nationwide basis, site visits were planned to 18 schools across

the country that were knownte have innovative programs. These visits proved to

be exciting and rewarding, and provided valusple'insight into'the workings of

successful elementary foreign language programs.

Visits to programs typically lasted one day. At most schools; the principal aa'

well as the person in charge of the program (foreign language coordinator,

bilingual program supervisor, or foreign language curilculum'apecialise) were

available to discuss the goals of the program, 'the amouot'of.time spent daily in

the foreign language, articulation procedures, parent support, source Of

funding, special program features, and other.aspects of the program. After

talking with administrators, next on the schedule were visits to at least three-.

classies, Usually a kindergarEen or first grade, a second, third, or fourth'

grade, and a fifth or Sixth grade. Within each program, classes wereobserved
.

in all or most of the languages taught. Whenever possible, discussions were

held with the teaeherb to obtain their ideas and suggestions about their'

program. As well as talking with.adminietratOrs and teacheri, every effort was/

made to converse with a number of students at each schoolto find out their I
.

viewp on studying-a foreign language.

To- present information obtained from the siee_jsits in as succinct away as
/

possible, one-page descriptions of the program at each school were developed...

These descriptions includes (1) the type of program (FLES;Immersion, foteign
4'

language* experience, partial immersion, or bilingual); (2) demographic infer- .

nation (who attends the school (3) objectives of the program;:(4). course/
;

sequence and contact hoursCamount of time spent in foreign,languige class); (5)

1 assessment procedures (type of'teses given); (6) number of .teachers and their

qualifications; -(7) Source offunding4,(8) articulation. (availablity of cow"

tinuingforeign language in secondary school); (9) special features of the

r I-

/

program and (10 the name of a contact person-at tits school from whom mere.

detailed information may be obtained. Although these programs'may differ th

t
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'ideology, goals, program size, and typ;es of student, they have at least two fac-,

torli in common: first, they all have enthusiastic support from parents, teachers,

and principals, which proves to be an integral part, of all successful foreign

(language programs'', and seond, there is unanimous concern with Sticulation

from the elementary school programs to those at the junior and senior high levels.

.The individual program descriptions are arranged in the following .order:

A. Immeraion --programs in which all the classes in the lower gradei (K-2) are taught
ih the foreign language (instruction in English increasesin the
upper grades (3-6) to 20-50%, depending on the program)

1% Alpine School District, Orem, UT .(Cherry Hill Eleientary)
2. Culver City, Ch(La Ballona Elementary)
3. Hayward Unified School District, CA (Baywood Elementary}
4.. Holliston, MA (Miller Elementary)
S. Milwaukee, WI Public Schools
6. Montgomery County, MD (Four Corners Elementary}

4r 7. San Diego City Schools, CA
8. Washington International School, DC

B. Partial immersion programs in which up to 50% of the classes are taught
in the foreign language

1. 'Cincinnati, OH School District

C. Curriculum integrated foreign language instruction -7 programi in which the
daily, language classis conducted in the foreign language; additional
language'and culture study in the regular' classroom

A

I. Chicagd, IL Language Academies

D. FLES -- programs that have foreign language classes from one to five days a
week and,emphssize oral communication

1. Baton Rouge, LA'
2. Beverly Hills.CA'SchoOl District
3.-COrpus_Christi Independent School District,. TX
4. Fairfax County,-VA Public Schools
5. Lexington, MA. Paint Schools

D. FLEX -- programs.that aisi at exposing children to basic concepts of foreign
language (.fluency is not a goal)

1. Evansville,-IN (StoCkwell Elementary)

E. Bilingual -- programs that are mainly directed towards non-native English
,sneakers (foreign language and English as a second language
instruction is inc)tded)

1. Los Angeles Unified School District, CA (Tenth Street School)
Woodburn Scliool District 103,floodburn, OR

20
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CHERRY HILL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Alpine,School. District, Utah \

TYPE OF PROGRAM -Spanish total immersion program (gOides 1-4) within the!',
(started 1979) school, adding one grade each sir

all.

-

-childrah, startiug'in 1st grade receive *a instruction.
in Spanish

DEMOGRAPHIC
b INFORMATION_

N

- program open only to students within school's attendance area
-middle class area
-68 students in immersion in school of 725

OBJECTIVES -student& who complete the sequence, should be able to com-.
municate fluently (understand, speak, read, and write) in
Spanish as well as master the:subject:matter

COU1 E SEQUENCE

AND CONTACT HOURS 71st grade--Spanish reading taught in first semester
1, --all dubjects taught in;Spanish, including art,

physical education,(by classroom teacher), and
music

- 2nd grade--all subjects taught in Spanish.
.-3rd/4th combination-all subjects taught in Spanish

--some English taught informally

ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURES

'TEACHERS

FUNDING

ARTICULATION

-standardized achievement tests'

- 3 teachers: two native Spanish-speaker from Mexico, one
with overseas experience

-local funding

-foreign languages are offered in junior high and high.schoOl,
- -immersion students have not reached junior high, so they
have not yet planned-a Continuation program

SPECIAL FEATURES - -school has started,a community Spanish program offering
night classes for 'parents land the general public

.
. , .

CONTACT PERSON -Mrs. Janet Spencer, Principal
Cherry Hill Elementary 8dhool,
250 East 1650 South
Orem, UT 84057

..001) 225-3387 "

21
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TYPE OF PROGRAM
(started 1171) school

1

- children, starting at age 5, receive all instruction in

Spanish .

-English language arts introduced in 2nd grade
#

LA BALLONA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
'Culver City, California '

- Spsnish total immersion progrsm (grades K-6) within the

DEMOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION -children from all parts of school district may attend

- najortty of Students are from middle and upper-middle class

families.

OBJECTIVES

COURSE SEQUENCE
AND CONTACT HOURS -kindergarten and 1st grade--only Spanish spoken by teachet;

children respond in Spanish dnd English
2nd.and 3rd grades--only Spanish spoken by teacher except
for an extra hour at end of day when English reading and
language arts are:taught

-4th/5th/6th grades"about 60% Spanish, 40% English

--students who complete th e K-6 immersion sequence ;could

be functionally fluent in Spanish; "functional f) .ency" is a
level of competency thst enables the student to manage in'a

Spanish-speaking-country as do 11-year-olds in that country

ASSESSMENT
PIFCEI=1RES - research studies have been. made of the Culver City pilot group

. .

TEACHERS -elementary certified with foreign language fluency

-many nativespeakers

FUNDING -local funding

ARTICULATION --, junior high school is "trying to meet the needs of indivi-

dual immersion Students" entering junior high within the'
scope of the existitng piogram offered

- immersion studente0may enroll in junior high Spanish class

for native speakers! ."

SPECIAL FEATURES

0112,

*Limmersion studenCs. in- grades 2 and 3teceive one extra hour

'of-class daily

\ .CONTACT PERSON' -Mr.-Eugene Ziff, Principal .

\
\

. L'a Ballona Elementary School.
10915 Washington Blvd.

1 . Culiter city; CA 90230
(213) 839-'4361 ,x229 10/81
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BAYWOOD ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Hayward Unified School District, California

TH/S.PROGRAM WAS TERMINATED IN JUNE 1981

TYPE OP PROGRAM -Spanish total iimersion program (grade0C-i6) within the

., (started 1975) .school . .

/

-children, starting at age 5, receive all instruction in
SpanisWk 1

. .. .

.

-English language siftsintroduced in 2nd grade.

DEMOGRAPHIC

INFORMATION -middle class'population, .
1

-school is opento students from entire school district

,

.OBJECTIFES--zt -students who complete the K-6 immersion sequence.should be
able to communicate fluently (understand, speak, freed, and
write) in Spanish:as well as master the regular curriculum

....._

COURSE SEQUENCE
. .

. . r
AND CONTACT HOURS -kindergarten and 1st grade--teacher speaks only Spanish and

children respond in Spanish-and,English I..,

-grades 2, 3, 4--only'Spanish used in the clasSroOn0(except .

,
in English class) . /

- grades 5',6--only oral Spanish, but 'some wrten,insttuctions.
and reading & writing assignments in English

*I:

c

ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURES

TEACHERS

FUNDING

ARTICULATION

SPECIAL FEATURES

CONTACT PERSON

-standardized achievement tests

-3 teachers
-2 native speakers, 1 with overseas experience ?
-elementary certified with n.r.Ilve'languagelfluency

V

-students from this elementary school go
highs and high schools yin thedistrict,
continued in any schobl

-local funding

-Spanish classes fot adults aretaught at

community service )

-Mr. BarneyMoura, Princtpal
Baywood Elementary School .

Hayward Unified School District .

Box5000
'Hayward,, CA,94545
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MILLER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Massachusetts

TYPE OF PROGRAM -French total immersion program (grades K-4) within the
(started 1979) . school (presently served K,1,2)

- children, starting at age 5, receive instruction
in French

.DEMOGRAPHIC ,

INFORMATION -middle class community
-students from the school's attendance area only

OBJECTIVES -students who complete the K-4 sequence should be able%to
communicate fluently (understand, speak, read, and write) in
French as well as master the regular English subject matter

COURSE SEQUENCE
AND CONTACT HOURS -kindergarten--2 hours and 40 minutes, taught completely in

e French
- 1st and 2nd grade-teaches regular grade level curriculum in
:tench; uses French reader instead of regular English reader

TEACHERS -3 teachers with overseas ex'erience
-1 French-speakingtlassroom aide

FUNDING -focal funding (K64)
- "Towards Internationalism" has grant under Title IV-C

(grades 5-12)

ARTICULATION -elementary program is component I of the "Towards
Internationalism" program in Holliston aimed at teabhing
foreign languages In grades K-12 (total local funding K-4)

-component II is-Spanish intermediate immersion for grades 5-8
(started February 1981)

-component III isanguage immersion in uncommonly taught
languages (Rusiian, Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese, Arabic,
and Swahili) in grades 9-12 (,due to cutback in federal
funds, this component has been postponed for 1981-82)

.
.01

SPECIAL FEATURES -learning area enviWnment reflects cultural atirsphere;
communication (Written and spoken) is in Frendi

-sign outside of first grade classpom stating "No English to
?be spoken in this class"
-highly involved-and supportive parent group

CONTACT PERSON -Mr. James Palladino', Principal
Miller School
Woodland Street
Holliston, MA 01746
(617 429-1601

24
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MILWAUKEE, WISCD IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

TYPE OF PROGRAM -total immersion magnet language schools in German, Spanish, and French

(started 1977) - children, Starting .at'age,4, receive all instruction in
the second language

- English introduced in 2nd grade, and amount is increased through
6th grade

DEMOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION

OBJECTIVES

ti

COURSE SEQUENCE
AND CONTACT HOURS

-450 students enrolled in 3 language programs at 2 schools,
'reaching a maximum of 800 ,once program coupletes its sequence
- all socioeconomic levels represented in the schools

-Students who complete the K-5 immersion sequelice should be able to:
*communicate fluently (understad, speak, read, and write) in
the second language with ability to function in the language
in the classroom and everyday life;

*perform in'English language arts and on the Milwaukee Public
Schools' Contintlurn df Reading Skills as well or better than'
their monolingual.peers;

*acquire an understanding, knOiiledge, and.apOreciation of other
cultures;
*achieve such proficiency in the second language and in English
that they are able to continue their studies in both languages;

*achieve skills and knowledge in all subject areas equal to or
greater than their monolingual peers, as measured by the Milwaukee
Public Schools' standardized testing program. 0

-4-and 5-year-old kindergarten students receive all instruc-
tion in the second language

-1st grade--taught to read in the second-' language
-2nd grade English reading and language arts are introduced
for 30 /min /day

-3rd giade-English reading and language arts increased to 60 /min /day
-4th, 5th, 6th grade--amount of subject matter taught through
English is increased until. a 50/50 ratio is reached

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES -Milwadkee Public Schools' standardized tests

TEACHERS -elementary certified teachers'with foreign language fluency

FUNDING -local funding

ARTICULATION -continuation immersion in middle school (grades 7 and 8),
and high school including one subject content course taught
through the second language (i.e. math, science, art), and
one immersion language course

-when-the Spanish and French students,, reach middle school
and high school, they also will be offered immersion'classes

SPECIAL FEATURES -full Immersion for.4-xear-old kindergarten

CONTACT PERSON -Helena Andeison, Foreign Language Curriculum Specialist
Milwaukee Public Schools, P.O. Drawer 10K
Milwaukee, WI 53201 (414) 475-8305 10/81



TYPE OF PROGRAM
(started 1974)

DEMOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION

OBJECTIVES

COURSE SEgUENCE
AND CONTACT HOURS -immersion classes for grades 1/2, 3/4, and 5/6

-English language arts introduced in grade 2 ,

-all classes taught in French except English language arts
(grades 2-6), art, music, and physical education

FOU COkNERS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Montiomery'County, Maryland

-French total immersion program (grades 1-6) within the school
- children, starting at age 5, receive all instruction in French
- English language arts introduced in 2nd grade

- 185 students enrolled in French immersion program
- 592 from outside the school's attendance' area

- students should learn the regular Montgomery County curriculum-

as well aabecome"substantively fluent" in French
-"Abstantively fluent refers -to the ability of 6th graders to
to manage in .a French-speaiing country as do 11-year-olds in
that country
-program is based on the theory that language is learned best
when there. is a need to understand and communicate in-that
language .

(1

ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURES

TEACHERS

FUNDING

-California Achievement Tests
- English reading comprehension scores of immersion students at
Sligo Junior High {where moat Four Corners students go) are
examined CO assess English achieveMent

-French fluency required as well as teacher certification in

any area .,

-teachers without elementary certification must agree CO work
toward certificstion .

i

-small outside funding

ARTICULATION -c6ntinustion immersion in Sligo JUnior High (grades 7 and 8) in

social studies class. taught- in French

-"peer teaching' used where older students, especially new stu-
dents with limited French, assist'in the younger classes while '
learning basic FrenCh .

-parents must agree. toTmake aivisible commitment (that their
child'is aware of) to the program, i.e. encoursging use of
French books and records at home and/or taking French courses
themselves

iOTE: IMMERSIO4 PROGRAM WILL PROBABLY BE MOVED TO ANCThER SCHOOL FOR 1982

-SPECIAL
FEATURES

CONTACTIPERSON -Mr. Gabriel Jacobs, Principal
Four Cornier. Elementary School
.325 University Blvd. West
Silver, Spring, MD 20901
(301) 593 -1125'
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do SAN MCO CITY SCHOOLS, CALIFORNIA

TYPE'OUPROGRAM -total immersion magnet language program within schools in French and

(started 1977) Spanish (for children who begin in grades K-2)
--children rec life all instruction in the foreign language;

English langu ge,artsintroduced in 3id grade
-partial immersion offered for chidren who begin in grades 3-6

DEMOGRAPHIC
..- ,INFORMATION -771-students enrolled in immersion progtsMs at 3 elementary schools

. ....,,

-racially systen es a result of busing
.

OBJECTIVES . -students who Complete the K-6 mmersion sequence should be
"functionally fluent" in the foreign language, enabling'them to fund-

grader
in a Spanish or French-speaking country as would a 6th

g- rader in that country
-COURSE SEQUENCE

.,

AND CONTACT HOURS -2 models: 1. -total immersion-(for students who enter in
grades K42) grades K-2 have 100% immersion;
grades 3.-6 have 80% of day immersion, 20% in

4 English
2. jpartial_immersion (ferstudents who enter, in
grades 3-6) grades 3 -6' have 50% immersion; sub-`
Sects taught through second language are 'math,

e science, reading, physicaleducation, music, and art
ASSESSMENT .

PROCEDURES -Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS)(California State Test)
used,in English in SEC grades . .

-Basic Inventory of Natural. Languafe (BINL) used .to measure Spanis

. and French oral language

.de e ( (

TEACHERS -37 teachers as well as 37 natime-speaker teacher aides

-el Mentary _certified with- feteign .language/luency 1.

-many native speakers .

l- .
.

.
.

FUNDING -Emergency School Aid(ESAA);funding
- tate School improvement Program (SIP) funding
- ational Endowient for the Humanities (1977-1981) '

/local funding
( 1

ARTICULATION ' I-50% immersion for grades-7-3.2 ..

-4 i-junior high immersion includet science, math, art., home
,

economics,- Spanish language arts, music,-and physical educatiori taught

in Spanish
- high school has three sajeets taught, in Spanish

J.
.

.
,

SPECIAL FEATURES -gifted component for grades 3 -6 of Spanish immersion
-grades 4 and 5--day-trip to Tijuana,Mexico
- grade 6--two-day trip to Ensenada .

-grade 7- -trip to Mexicali; live with Mexican families and att h
1 Mexican school for 5 days . to

-grades 8 and 9--two-week trip to Mexico City

CONTACT PERSON -Mr. Hatold B. Wingard, Currriculum Specialist
Foreign-Language Education/San Diego City Schools'
4100 .Normal St., San Diego, CA 92103
(714)' 293-8440.
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WASUINGtON INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
(Junior :House)," Washington, D.C.

. .

TYPE OP PROGRAM ..indepenOett, co-educational, partial language-Immersion'
(titarted'1966) .school in French or Spanish

-Junior House attended by children age 3-10
-regular subjects- -reading-'and-writing, matheMatics, science,
history, and geography -- taught in French and English or
Spanish and English 4

--alternates one full-day taught in English and one full-day
taught in foreign language

DEMOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION. ' -550 students in niirsery'sch 1 through grade 12, from 80

countries:.
- one third of students ha e French or Spanish us native
language

-one half of students f m U.S.

OBJECTIVES -to meet the need for a school' Co serve the international

community in Washington as well as those Americans who want
their children Co study broader, more rigorous syllabuses
than those used, in local schools

COUiSE'8EQUENCE
AND CONTACT HOURS -3-year-olds--half-day language immersion in Spanish or

French
- 4- year - olds - -half -day language la ersion in Spaaish or .

French and half-day in English
'-5-year-olds--choice between a) intensive year of French or

Spanish and b) alternate days in English and
French or Spanish

- 6-8-year-olds--one f411-day of English alternating with one
in French or Spanish . .

- 9-and 10-year-olds--halfday linguage immersion in Spanish
or French and half-day in English

TEACHERS' -60 nil-time equivalent-teachers from 30 countries

FUNDING -tuition

ARTICULATION' -older students (age 11-17) attend classes in which some subjects

are taught in French/Spanish and English at the upper-schOol
campus nearby.

SPECIAL FEATURES -5-year-old French or, Spanish immersion year -

scholarships offered to exceptionally able students whose
parents cannot afford the fees

CONTACT PERSON_ Goodman, Director

Washington International School
3100 Macomb Street, NW

, Washington, DC 20008
(202) 244 -0959 10/81
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' CINCINNATI, OHIO SCHOOL DISTRICT

TYPE OF PROGRAM -partial immersion magnet langume schools in Spanish,

*(started 1974)- French,oand German (K-8)
- English is used to teach basic skills and the second
languhge is used to reinforce content area instruction
-half the'day is Spent in English; half in the foreign language
in'some schooli and grades

DEMOGRAPHIC 0-i

INFORMATION '-2,260 students enrolled in three language programs
-racially integrated school system as a result of voluntary,
busing

OBJECTIVES -Develop proficiency in a second language
- Reinforce in second language what is taught in English

COURSE SEQUENCE
AND CONTACT HOURS -kindergarten students receive English instruction for thlf a

day and second language instruction for half a day
- in grades 1 -8,, subject Tatter, is,first'taught in English,
then reinforced in 'the second language
- amount of subject matter taught in English vanes from 50%
to 75%

-separate foreign language classes for students who enter.the
school in_second grade or later

FUNDING

-sAndardized tests

- 76 teachers

- elementary certified with foreign language fluency
-many native speakers

- local funding

ARTICULATION -continuation immersion in Middle School (grades 6-8)

"option of entering International Studies Program in high
: school that includes'international law, economics, com-

parative literature, art, sand music,courses with an inter-
national orientation
- option of-choosing the International Baccalaureate degree
program

SPECIAL
FEATURES -full7day kindergarten

. .

- students attend-ahmmer language immersion camp
as of yet)
-summer travel/study option' available in uer ,
elementary/junior high grades

only German

CONTACT PERSON -Myriam Met, Bilingual Program Supervisor
Cincinnati P,.;blic Schools
230 East 9th St.
Cincinnati, OH 45202
(513) 369-4937 10/81
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4 CHICAGO,' ILLINOIS LANGUAGE ACADEMIES

TYPE OP PROGRAM -six public elementary schools with a language focus offer
daily second languageclasses 20-40 minutes/day
- magner-language schools with classes in Japanese, modern
Greek, Polish, Russian, Spanish, Italian, German, and
French for grades K-8
-use of foreign language'encouraged at all times in the class

DEMOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION -2,000 'students enrolled In 6 Chicago Language Academies

- racially integrated school system as.a result of busing

intensive development of second language proficiency
-exposure to foreign cultures"expand awareness and appre-
ciationof ethnically and racially diverse Topulatiori

OBJECTIVES

,COURSE SE UENCE

.AND CONTACT HOURS; -grades K -3 --20 minutes of foreign language daily
-grades 4-6.-30 Minutes of foreign language daily
-grades 7-8,--40 minutes of foreign languaga daily

'ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURES -results of standardized English and math tests are compared to

7non-Language Acadeiy Chicago elementary schools

TEACHERS

FUNDING

- ARTICULATION

-many native speakers
-foreign language teachers have their own classrooms (the
students oldie to them)

/i.

.-loCal fUnding

-one school has-state funding used' for, amongother things,
language immersion camp during the school year

- program is designed as a 13-yeat language study sequence
- options available for students who wish to study languages..

for More than the usual high ,school sequence
- graduates of the Language Academies are placed .in advanced
levels orforeign language and may earn a Maximum of 3 years
of,credit through proficiency testing

SPECIAL FEATURES -leaiwking-disabled children involved in .foreign language

classes
-- foreign exchange 'programs for elementary age children

7integrated approach to second language learning that
"interfsces" the foreign language curriculum with the regu-
lar elementary school program and involves the regular
classroom teacher-in foreign.langusge activities
- children attend summer foreign language camps snd camps held
during the school year

CONTACT PERSON -Edwin Cudecki, -Director

;Bureau of Foreign Languages
ChiCago Board of Education
228 N. LaSalle Sr.,. Room 858
-Chicago; IL 60601
(314 641-4048 10/81.
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STATE PEMANA

TYPE OF PROGRAM - elementary school second language program with classes every,
(started 1971)- day for half an hour

-grades K-6 classea in French,. Spanish, Hungarian, Itakian
-the Louisiana Department of Education, jointly with the'
.Council.for the Development:of French in Louisiana (CODOFIL),.
developed a programthat actively promotes and encourages the
teaching ofIcench and French heritage,in_elementary schools ,

-1980-81--also*a\ietal immersion program in La Belle Aire
Elementary in'BOod Rouge (see'"Special Features below)
-1976--the La, Dept:-of Ed., jointly withthe CORDELL HULL
FOUNDATION FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION, developed jograms
that actively promote the teaching of Spanish and
Italian languages and cultures

.

DEMOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION i733 parishes (aohool districts) in Louisiana haVe elementary

'`school foreign language'classes; all,parishes eligible to participate

OBJECTIVES -to provide Louisiana public elementary school children the
opportunity to adhieve proficiency in French, Spanish,'
Italian, and Hungarian by 12th grade through a continuous
program from grade 1-12

-program initiated in the elementary grade3 on the premise
that an. early start in the-sequential program should guaran-

. tee sustained interest and proficiency in French
COURSE SEQUENCE .

. .

AND CONTACT HOURS 7-elementary school instruction is 30 minutes/day, in gradesK-6

TEACHERS . -itinerant foreign language teachers include:
. -,

. .

a)' foreign associate teachers front France, Quebec, Belgium,
,Iitely, Hungary, and several Spanish-speaking countries

10.1.Ouisiana certified second language specialists

FUNDING -stare funding .

.

-from Fra4ce, Belgium, and Quebec for instructional
materials, trained peisonnel, and pedagogical consultants

-also local funding. -

V
.

-na foreign participation w/ Cordell,Hull program

-grade 1-6 program articulates with continuation Middle

\ School/Junior High programs (grades 7-8) and with secondary'
programs (grades 9-12)

'second language; -1St, 2iid grades--80% to second language;
,3rd, 4th grades- -50Z in second language; 5th, 6th--10% in
second language .

*native. speaker immersion teachers

CONTACT PERSON \-Ms. Mary Louise Peabody
-

'03ureall-of Academic Support/Foreign Languages-and_Bilingual______
\: Education Division

.
State Department of Edtication*

Box 4064,Beton Rouge, LA 70804 (504) 342-3460 10/81

\ ,

ARTICULATION

SPECIAL FEATURES -State'of Louisiana has unique relationship with the govern-

% menrs_of.France; -Belgium, and Quebec, which supply them with '

French teachers and materi s

-La Belle AiierElementary Sc ool initiated 2
.

kindergarten
immersion classes 19811781, french and Spanish .*

*tentative course se. u ncest kindergarten-90% taught in

, 34
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BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

TYPE OF*PROGRAM -foreigp language in the elementary school (FLES) program

(started 19590 mIgh classes during school every day for forty minutes
-grades 5,6--classee in Spanish and French

DEMOGRAPHIC' '

INFORMATION , -students in all 4 elementary schools in district take foreign
language

,

-middle and upper class students

f
.

? . . !1.......

OBJECTIV4S -achieve.basic list9ning, speaking, readingt'and writing

'skills in foreign* language ,

-learn aboutcultures of French and Spanish-speaking
- ountries

COURSE' SEQUENCE -

AND CONTACT HOURS* -5th grade--daily classesemphasis on oral foreign language,
reading introduced after specific assignments learned orally

-6th grade--daily classes--writing*introduced,

TEACHERS -8 Spanish teachers and 6 French, teachers for elementary
schools in district

-foreign language specialists, most with M.A7. degiee
-half are 'native speakers
-all have elementdry school training, and most also have
secondary school training-

FUNDING -local funding

O

ARTICULATION , - students -with FLES experience-may enter second-year loreign

-language class in the high school (grade 9)
.

SPECIAL FEATURES -6th grade foreign language classes offered for gifted stu-
dents (chosen by teacher's oral assessment of students)

-3rd and 4th grade-gifted students offered foreign
'languages twice a week

CONTACT PERSON

/Mb

-Mr. Al JeKenta
FLES GeotOinator
Iteverly_81114 Unified School
265 South Lasky Drive
Beverly tills,:CA 90212

,(213)'2771-5900 x214

35
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1. .,

WINDSOR PARK ETEMENTARY SCHOOL
1;

Corpus Christi Indepandwx School District, TeXasf'
.

r
,TYPE OF PROGRAM. -Spanish-as-a-second-language component of the gifted and
(started 1976) talented program, grades 1-6

i

1 -Spanish classes 30 minutes/day
-Spanish and English used in the classroom

. DEMOGRAPHIC.

INFORMATION- - 668 seadents (grades 1-6)
- 60% non - minority population.

/

OBJECTIVES -sixth grade-students should be functionally bilingual in

Spanish and English by the 6th grade i.

N. /
i .

..

.

COURSE SEQUENCE .______ ..,.. i

1..

-7- AND CONTACT HOURS -1st and 2nd grades--listening and spe4ing skills

.
, emphasized; sound /symbol association ,Ctroduced

-3rd and'4th grades--emphasis on oral ,Spanish
- 5th and 6th grades emphasis on reading and grammar

I
s

11

q
TEACHERS -bilingual classroom teachers teach Spanish to their classes

-in-service teacher training (staff development) for Spanish
teachers is voluntaryarid part of'dibtridt-wide training_

FUNDING : -local funding
/.

.

r

,

ARTICULATION -schools in the Corpus Christi Independent School' District
offer Spanish as asecond langu4e in grades 3-4, in all.
schools tha-t have qualified staff

SPECIAL FEATURES -school offers seminars on Friday ifiiihoonst "Fabulous
Fridays," including classes in' French, karate, art, com-
munity environment, defensive driving, etc.

4

CONUCT PERSON

r

-Ms. Sandra Warren
AssiStant Director, Elementary Education
Corpus Christi,ISD
Box'110

.-:Corpus-Christi, Ti 78403 ;'-

33. :
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FAIRFAX COUNTY, VIRGINIA PUBLIC. SCHOOLS

TM or PROGRAM -elementary flo*eign language (EFL) program with before-
(started 1915) ,and after-sdhool.clesses, usually, two times a week

fox' 45 minutes ot once a.week or one hour
-grades K-6 classes in Spanish, French, German, and
Latin (also"American SignLanguage)

- emphaais on oral communication.

DEMOGRAPHIC
INFORMATI0N -3,500 students in 70'elementary schools participate

in the Program

OBJECTIVES
.

- simple communication.related to, 'the child's experience

and exposure to the foreign culture
- children should be able to -hold simple conversations
about their world.-- family, friends, and school

- children should gain appreciation for a languagen.and
culture-other than their own

COURSE SEQUENCE-
AND-CONTACT HOURS,-before or after school.

- usually two times a week for 45-minutes or
once a week for onehour

TEACHERS

'. -communication in target language is encouraged at all
times .

-195 teachers'
.

- many native speakers, others-with overseas experience
-not required to have state teacher certifiCation

FUNDING --parents pey tuition covering salaries and materials '',

SPECIAL FEATURES -program sponsored by the County Division

Education

CONTACT PERSON -tie. Connie Dillman, Elementary Foreign
. Language Are* Coordinator

Fairfax County lublic Schools-
5223 Granthan $t,
Springfield, VA 22151

d- (703) 918 -5513

Is
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LEXINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

TYPE OF PROGRAM - foreign language in the elementary sc of ('LES) program

itarted 1953) with 20-30 minute Classes 3 or 4 times, week during school
- grades 4-6 French classes
- emphaais on oral communiimtion

DEMOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION -student's in all 7 Lexington elementary schools participate in

FLES

OBJECTIVES - achieve-achieve basicAistening, speaking, and to a lesser degree

reading and writing skills in French
-learn about French culture

COURSE SEQUENCE
AND CONTACT HOURS grad,. 4 -- French 3 timea a week for '20"minuees--emphesizes

listening and speaking skills
-grade 5--French 4 times a week for 30 minutes -- phonics
introduced to prepare students for reading and writing

-grade 6--French4 times a week for30 minutes--writing is
introduced

- oral skills' emphasized throughout the three years

ASSESSMENT.
ROCEDURES -school system-wide FLES exam'administered at end of 6th

grade (used for program evaluation, student evaluation, and
. student placement in grade 7)

ACHERS 7teachirs have degrees in French or are native French

speakeis
- hired as full-time language specialists
t-all foreign language rooms

FUNDING, -local funding

ARTICULATION 1 -Lexington's foreign Language program organized as a grade
4-12 sequence

-=funior.high has 3 ,foreign language tracks
-*Special French- -for students who^begin.French'in grade 4
*Special Spanish--for students' who begin Spanish in 4%erade 7
*Beginning French and Spanish--for litudentawho begin in

grade 9
ADDITIONAL'
INFORMATION - international environment id stressed

musics and rhythm used in classrooms to aid learning as well
a "role - .playing"

- textlia4a is Vive -le Fraesais (Addison - Wesley

'Publishers -- Canadian Branch) A3
CONTACT PERSON-- -Evelyn Brega

Coordinator of Foreign Languages
Lexington Public Schools
251 Waltham St .

-.Laxington,MA 02173
(617) 862-7500..

O
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TYPE OF PROGRAM
(started 1980)

DEMOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION

.

OBJECTIVES

nocKweLL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL*
Evansville, Indiana

- foreIgn language experience.(FLEX) 'program with classes every
day for half an hour in German, Spanish; Trench, and Italian
(K-a)
-regular classroom teachers receive 2-day training course on
FLEX methods and materials and then learn the language along
. with the students

- some busing for desegregation purposes
- majority of students are middle class

-introduce children to foreign sounds, words, phrases, and,con-

versation as well as to aspects of the culture '
- provide students with a better basis for choosing which
language to study in ihe future
-note: goal of FLEX program, to expose children to language and
culture, should not be confused with fluency goals of more
intensive immersion programs

. COURSE SEQUENCE.

.AND 'CONTACT HOURS- -all classes one half hour a day
-kindergartenSpanish
- 1st grade--Frenth '

A -2nd' grade --- German .

-3rd grade--Italian
-4th, 5th, 6th gradesoptional Italian classes

TEACHERS -regular-elementary classroom teachers
. .

-no foreign language background required

FUNDING -National Endowment for the Humanities funding for development
of FLEX materials .

.ARTICULATION :-eince-the FLEX program in Evansville is being pilot-tested

this year for the.first time, arrangements have notvbeen
finalized for a continuation of this program

-at present, foreign language is enconraged in 7th and 8th
grades onlY for the gifted students

-Spanish, Germano-or French is required in 9th grade

SPECIAL-
FEATURES -one of eleven schools in Indiana testing_FLEX materials deve-

loped by Indiana Department of.PublioInstruction
materials for 311.3 languages originallli designetto be used,
all in one grade in One year; this school found it more
benefitial.to teach one language ,per year

CONTACT PERSON -Ms.-Linda Danheiie, Pri.hcipal

StOckwell School
2§0PN. Stockwell Rd.
Evansville, IN 4771S
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TYPE OF PROGRAM

DEMOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION

OBJECTIVES

7

COURSE SEQUENCE

.

TENTH STREET SCHOOL
Los Angeles, California

-bilingual elementary school, Spaniel/English, grades K-6

- all instruction is c9iducted in both English andipanish
concurrently (except the reading period) .

-99% frolit Spanish-speaking families
- many parents are migrant workers

\--develop, maintain, and enrich the primarylauguage and

\cultural heritage of each child
- teach'English as a second language with goal of luhctional

biNingualism in Spanish and English

AND CONTACT HOURS -all. classes:are bilingual
- each class hGs non - English, limited Englishv,and.fluedt

English-speaking students
- instruction is in'bOth English and Spanish co ncurrently

- reading instruction is in the child's dominant language;
students must pass a minimuCtompetenCy test to qualify to
be in the English reading groups
rthe'three reading groups include: 1.-English'developmental

reading for English-dominant speakers; 2. Spanish develop-
' mental reading for Spanish-dominant speakers; and 3.. a

transitional program, "Miami Linguistics," from Spanish to
English,

I;

- students entering school are given Basic Inventory of

Natural Language Test (BINL); results are analyzed for-
content,07ructure, and grammar

-studeats are labeled non-English speakinc(NES),
limited-English speakingj(LES), functional-English speaking
(FES), or proficient-English speaking (PEE)

- most teachers'are bilingual A

-bilingual aides and teacher assistants are assigned to all
classes staffed by monolingual. English-speaking teachers

rfederarfunding (school offers free breakfasts and lunches)

local funding

a.

ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURES

TEACHERS

FUNDING

4

SPECIAL FEATURES

CONTACT PERSON

-individualized Instruction encouraged

-Mr. Ronald Richardson
Bilingual Teacher
Tenth Street4School
1000 Grattan
Los Angeles,.CA 90015
(213) 380-8990

37
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WOODBURN SCHOOL DISTRICT 103
Woodburn, Oregon

TYPE OF PROGRAM -2 transitional bilingual /bicultural elementary schoo l° In,
(started 1969) Rusaian/Englieh'and Spanish/English

-loilingual transitional program" aimed at meeting the needs
ofNEP/LEP students

DEMOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION 0 -40X American, 30% Russian, 30% Spanish population

-large population of 4ussian "Old Believers" (a religious met
that split from the it_Russian, Orthodox churchin the.
1600's to preserve the religion in its pure form); their
concern is pursuit of, religious freedom and preservation of
heir religion and culture

OBJECTIVES rge Spanish-speaking migrant population
-teach the Russian children using 'native language to develop
concepts'while developing English skills

-teach the Mexican children using native language to develop
concepts while developing English skills
-Spanish and Russian cultural activities included in program
- Emphasis. is on English as a second language,not on
native language

COURSE SEQUENCE
AND CONTACT HOURS -use of native language gradually decreased as vocabulary and

concepts in English are developed
-grade i'and 2--bilingual teacher uses native language to
develoi concepts and meaning in native language,-followed by
introduction of English words; ESL clasbes daily
- grade.3-12--most instruction in English, using ESL teaching
methods
-for any student entering above grade 3 -:pative language
will be used to help with development of -English skills

-Full assessment procedures -- both formal and "informal
assessment procedures for the exceptional child being developed'

TEACHERS -bilingual Russian/English and Spanish/English teachers

biltngual-sfaita

FUNDING -local funding

ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURES

ARTICULATION -middle school--grades 4 and 5--all classes taught in

English; ESL offered
-high school-grades 6-12--all classes taught in English; ESL
offered
-Spanish classes offered for native speakers

CONTACT PERSON -Shirley Beaty
? Special Services Director .

965 North Boones Ferry Rd.
Moodburn, OR 97071
(503) 981-9555

38 41
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Upon completion'qf the site visits and meetings with the advisory group (Bee

summaries of meetinga in appendix), a list of recommendations was developed on

the basis of'program observationa and auggeationa from the advisory group. As

well as addressing programs already in existence; these recommendations include

important considerations for new programs.

Definition of goals It is essential t

. defined so there are no misunderstandings

language proficiency and cultural awarenee

there is a direct correlation between the

at each program's goals e clearly

oncerning the level of fo eign

the children will reach. Since

mount of time spent uaing the foreign

the proficiency goals of the programlanguage and the level of fluency attained,

must be in keeping with the amount of time alloted for language study.

The goal of the foreign language experience (FLEX) program is the least ambi-

tious of the elementary school foreign language programs. FLEX aims at pro-

vidiv elementary school students with an exposure to the foreign culture and an

introduction to the basicsof language (including units on greetings, colors,

numbers, weather, parts of the body, and clothing). One of the purposes of a

FLEX program is to provide students with a better basis for choosing which

language'to study in the future. Children 'involved in FLEX programs are exposed ;

to three or mime languages in their eleFent^ary years.

Goals of the revitalized foreign language in the elementary school. (FLES)

programs are more ambitious. As well as working towards cultural awareness,

FLES aims at achieving a certain amount of listening and speaking skill in the

foreign language, and to a lesser degree, reading and writing skill:. (The

degree of proficiency aimed at depends on, among other factors, the amount of

time available for language classes.)

The objeCtives of the partial immersion programs, in turn, are more ambitious.

*Defined as programs that have anywhare,from one class up to half the day's

classes taught in the foreign language, partial immersion programs aim at deve-

loping foreign language proficiency and cultural awareness. Some of the

programs have the additional goal of reinforcing in the foreign language what is

taught in English:
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Finally, total immersion.programs provide the laximum time to learn a language.

Their goals, for students who complete'the Sixyear immersion sequence, are to
. .

be able to: (1) communicate fluently(understand, speak, read, and write) fn the

foreign language, with the ability to functiOardin the language in the classroom
1

and everyday life, (2) achieve such proficiency in the foreign language and in

English that they are able to continue their studies.in both languages, and (3)

acquire an understanding and appreciation of other cultures.
!

Programs that have difficulty reaching designated fluency goals should reassess

their goals and adjust the program to their specific needs and objectives. When

comparing the results of various programs, -it is' important to keep in mind the.

different goals of the programs. FLEX programs should not be criticized for

lack of fluency achievement; their aim is mere exposure to language and culture.

Definition of goals is a critical aspect of elementary foreign language

programs. Perhaps one of the reasons for the demise of FL!) in the 1960s was

the high expectations for fluency attainment of the elementary school students.

FLES students did not then and do not now become fluent in the language -- that

is not the goal of the program. Programs should stress theii goals when publi-

cizing their foreign language classes --the objectives should be clearly

spelled out so as not to raise false expectations.

2. Articulation Elementar reign language programs with longe range goals

should place priority on cess of articulation from. elementary to second-

ary school for their stud nts. In many cases, foreign language programs that

are district-wide do have e opportunity to establish'a comprehensive 1C-12

course sequence. On' the othe hand, programs in individual elementary schools

Often find it difficult to negotiate lor even suggest what language courses

should be offered at the secondary level. It is crucial that the language

learning process-continue for as long as 'possible within the school system.

Students anticipating in elementarY school immersion programs should be Offered

.at least one course each yearin junior and senior high school taught in the

foreign language. Those involved FLES programs should be offered con-

tinuation courses at their ap. .pr ate level in secondary school. Students- with

.years of foreign language study asily become discouraged if they are placed

in a beginning foreign language cla The entire sequence of foreign liinguage

classes, from kindergarten through twelfth grade, should be considered when
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initiating an elementary school progt

dents' will not havg the opportunity

of and will lose momentum in their,1

3. Language Assessment One factor-

process is assessment tests. Achiev

proficiency, subject content profici

:appropriate track. Besides aiding i

11.

am. .Without this extended expOsure, st

o reach the fluenCy level they are cape

nguage learning.

!

hat, can be used to imprre the articulation

vent tests can be utiyid to assess languilge

ncy, and to determine placement in the' .

articulation, assessment tests can b

used throughout FLES and immersion
/

rograms to assess foreign language com-

petency. Another important use 71 test results as'a justification.to

parents, school board members, nd

vinced of the impOrtance of e

"back to basics"is being h

the general/public who as of yet are not con-

rlyforeign language instruction. The cry o f

d'across the country, so it is crucial thatIthe

message gets across that, there are,test results that show that early foreign'

language study can Actually aid in nativelanguage development (Lambert et al.-

1973) and thatalio prove that children are fluent-in foreign languages. /

4. Program Administration and Cost It is critical that schools designate

qualified personnel to administer,the foreign language program.' Positions
.. ,

include supervisory personnel, resource personne to work'directly with the

ei.teachars, curriculum writers, and, if possible art, music, and physicalleduca-
.

. I 1

Lion teacher# proficient in a foreign language. Questions should be asierd about

each program concerning (1) the number of people needed to rum the Progrrm, (2)

the type of resources needed, (3) who is going to fulfill what duty, andi (4)

what the cost will be. Cost, needless to say, is a majmr present concern in

view of tightening budgets and decreasing federal grant possibilities. It is

-advantageous to administer a program that, does not have additional costs:above

the regular school budget. Immersion programs have found that' here arelfew

additional costs after the initial acquisition of books and materials. Since
1.

the classroom teacher is bilingual, there is no additional cost for a language,

specialist. FLEX is another type of program that has limited costs. The

classroom teacher does the instruction 'so there is no language specialist

required. lvrogram'costs should be closely scrutinized soa that maximum use is

made of the personnel and the goals are reached'with the least coat 'possible.



5. Parent and Administrator Support Support of both parents and administrators'

is' essential to the success of any foreign language program. Without parent

support, students lose interest and the program may fail. Educators report that

a committment to the program on the part of school administrators and personnel

is a necessity for a successful program. As can be seen in all the successful

programs visiked, parents let their children know thatforeign language

'learning is important to them. Some of the programs require that parents have a

visible commitment to the program that their child is aware of. Four dinners

Elementary School in Maryland, for example, urges parents to show their

support by encouraging their children to read French 'books and play French

games outside of class, by attending French cultural functions in the area, and

by studying the language along with their children.
Sb

6. Resource materials In immersion programs, there is a great need for teaching

materials using the medium of the foreign language for teaching the elementary

school curriculum. Currently, schools have very few texts in foreign languages

tb choose from, and-do much of their own'materials developmerit. The problem is

that materials frOm other countries either do not follOwthe same curriculum or

have,an .brientation.that is not appropriate in the U.S.-Context. Howeve0, some

schools have been able to obtain excellent materials from Germany, France,

Canada, and Mexico. Non immersion programa also have difficulty inobtaining

.texts, partly becaude'foreign language textbook publishers have not yet

realized the extent of the market for elementary school materials.

7. Teachers There is'a great need within 'the immersion programs for qualified

teachers who have elementary school certification as wellas fluency in a second

language. Universities should be encouraged to prepare teachers to work in ele-

mentary school language programs. Only afew states that we are aware of

.(Texas, Louisiana, and California) offer curses for elemantary foreign language

certification. Some schools have opted to hire native speakers with teacher

certification from their,native country. These teachers are usually excellent

language models, although sometimes their teaching methods must be modified to

adapt to American teaching pratices. Others have hired bilingual teachers with

teachipg certification in any aria, with the stipulation that they immediately

begin studying for their elementary teaching degree.
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8. Supplemental Classroom Activities Programs with before- tin after- school'

classes or (other non-immersion classes find it very beneficial to have the regu-

lar classroom teacher reinforce cultural or language aspects that-are taught in

the language class. Foreign language activities'can be supplementOith

discussions.-ebvarious cultures, writing to pen pals in another" country, taking

field trips to' museums,or cultural. centers, or obtaining speakers from the com-

munity. It is important for the students to sense their teacher's intereet and

suppoTt of their foreign language study. ss

A.
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II: I. CONCLUSIONS
A

Our investigations'during the.year have revealed great enthusiasm for"truly

I/

innovative and meaningfUl elementary foreign language programs: The survey has

provided with h up--to date information about the extent of elementary foreign

language activity in eight states. The site visits.have gi.ven us added insight

into specific programsj, and we have provided succinct descriptions of some the

innovative programs in the U.S. As ,a result of our0initial and final advisory

group meetings, we were able to provide an opportunity for those working in ele-

mentary school language instruction to meet, share peas, and point new direc-

tions for early language instruction. Finally, we have gathered recent

bibliographic information on'research questions, curricula, and program descrip-

tions and evaluation. We were ableto accomplish our objectives, and as an

added benefit,we encountered enthusiasm and encouragement for continued*work in

the area.

1
As the year neared its end, we realized that we had barely begun to see the

richness,- diversity, and tenacity associated with the implementation ofearly

4 language programs in theUniteStates. Most of all, our investigations have

Shown the paucity of information .available to -the public on early language

instruction. To whom can interested educitors or parents turn for information

on steps to take-to implement a program, or to'find out what the crucial issues

are? It is hoped that our research next year will help fill that void. Our

final product at the 'end of our next study will be a practical booklet intended

for parents, teachers, and administiators, addressing the theme "how to start

and elementary foreign Language Program." The booklet will conceivably- empha-

size the various options and the strengths and weaknesses of each, discussing

realistic parental and community expectations, and presenting factors critical

"for program success.

Jo'
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programs, useful materials, and Information on how to order these Materials.

Anne Arundel County (MD) Public Schools. 1980. Foreign Language Experience in the

the Elementary School. (unpublished program guidd)

British Columbia Department of Education (Curriculum Development Branch, Victoria).
1976. Elementary French Program Guide. ED 176 550.

British Columbia Department of Education (Curriculum Development Branch, Victoria).
1976. Elementary French Resource Book.. ED 176 551.

Chicago (IL) Board of Education.'

unpublished)

Cincinnati Public Schools. 1978.

FL 011 633.

Cincinnati Public Wiools. 1978.

(Elementary Schools): Level

1980. Sounds of-Language. (Field test,

Level III.French Bilinual Program:

Spanish Bilingual Program Curriculum Guide

I. FL 011 630.

' Cincinnati Public Schools. 1978. Spanish Bilingual Program: Level II.' Second
Revision. FL 011 631.

Cincinnati Public Schools.. 1978. Spanish Bilingual Program: Program Description.

FL 011 629.

Cincinnati Public Schools. 1978. Spanish Bilingual Program: Samples from Levels

III and IV. FL 011 632.

Federspiel, Johanna et al. 1979. A FLES Handbook {French, Spanish, German).

Grades K-6. (unpublished program guide/Winthrop College, Rock Hill, S.C.)

Gradisnik, Anthony, comp. 1980. Helping Parents Learn a Second` Language wtrh,

Their Childien: French, Milwaukee Public Schools. FL 012 556.

Gradisnik, Anthony, comp. 1980. Helping Parents Learn a Second Language\t!T
Their Children: German. Milwaukee Public 3ehools. FL 012 557.

Gradisnik, Anthony and Helena Anderson. 1978. Multi-Language School: A Teacher's

Guide. Milwaukee Public Schools. ED 191 256.

Meyer, GertrUd E. 1978. A German Language Continuum: Kindergarten through Grade 5.

Milwaukee Public Schools. ED 191 257.
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CURRICULUM RESOURCE GUIDES, 'cont.

Milkwaukee Public Schools. 1980. A Resource Kit of Foreign Language Immegsion
Materials from the Milwaukee Public Schools. ED 191 279.

Oberst, Sheila and Fini Wraith. 1980. Planning for Immersion Oral Language. 'San

Diego (CA) City Schools. (unpublished)

Teaching Materials for French. 1980. London, England: Centre for Information

on Language Teaching and Research.

:Texas Education Agency. 1981. Spanish K -Grade 2: A Guide for Teachers. Austin,

TX. FL 012 338.

West Hartford (CT) Public Schools. (Undated.) Foreign Language in the Elementary

.School. (unpublished program guide)
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN THE ELEMENTARY-SCHOOL: A STATUS REPORT
Nancy C. Rhodes, Center.for Applied Linguibtics

-Let's get back to boasscs." Its a popular notion in school systems
foss the country- Untortunately for those of us who know better, it's

ne that frequently spells doom to foreign language in the elementary
school ifLES). The fact is, foreign language is rarely considered one of
he basics. Peaking in popularity in the 1960s. FLES has lost ground
ithin- the last decade leading many pessimists to believe FLES is
Use But is it?
The Center for Applied Linguistics undertook a proieet in October

980 that included a survey of FLES activity- in eight states. The pri-
ary goals of the ploiert were two.First, the Center wanted above all

o ascertain toe level of FLES activity in the eight states and by exten-
sion nationwide. Second, it wanted to trace the development of these

rogranis and determine what teaching methods were currently being
d.

The survey went to five percent of all public and privateelementuy
schools in California. Illinois. Maisa,chusetts, Marylaqd, New York.

hto, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin, a total of 1,237 schools. The
rincipals in each schOol were asked one question. "Are foreign

guage(s) currently being taught in your elementary school?" if the
answer was Yes. they were then to indicate which languages wcte be-

g taught.
A tesponse rate of 33.6 percent (453 schools) was achieved. Of that

umber, 93 schools or t8 percent tenoned that they do teach foreign
language. Fifty -two percent of the schools indicated they have never

light foreign language, while 25 percent said they taught it in the
t, but do not currently. Approximately five percent of the rcspon-

ents reported they are currently considering starting foreign lan-
guage classes.

According to survey results, the language most often taught is
parish (48 schools), followed by French (34 schools), German (7
hook), and Latin (6 schools). Five Other languages are taught at one

school each. While the results cannot necessarily be generalized ftom
e sample group to the entire United St2tCS, they can be used co eSti-
ace the foreign language activity in these eight states.
r;lie results left project coordinators with mixed tractions. For the

first time, some firm data that provi ed insight into the extent of
reign language teaching activi the elementary level had been
cumulated. However, 2S percent of the schools responding had

peed foreign language from their curricula, and that was puz-
zling. To gain further insight into what type of innovative programs

re in operation,.1 number of on-site visits were made. Four types of
inn rive programs, including language immersion, magnet
hoots, foreign language experience (FLEX), and traditional FLES,

were o ed. The goals of these programs differ across the country as
o shed teaching methods; even the amount of time spent per day

ninkthe foreign language varies. ;

Immerson. The first on-site visit WAS a language immersion school.
Language ig tedion is the most intensive elementary language pro-

and one that-consistently sets the highest goal, functional
uency. The fascinating characteristic of this approach is that students

study almost all their subjects in the foreign language. suiting in
kindergarten. This approach has caught on in Utah, California.

aryland. Ohio. Louisiana, and Massachusetts where American thil
en speak Spanish or French with their classmates- and teacher, and

study their courses in the second language.

-In a Cincinnati school, students were practicing for a city-wide
spelling bee in Spanish. In a Hayward, California, class, srudents did
their research on African countries in Spanish. And in Silvet Spring, ^
Maryland, immersion students greeted their principal with a hand-
shake, a practice to acculturate them to the French ways. .

.4fagrter. The secund type of school 4isited was-the language magnet
school, These schools, located in All sections of the city, emphasize
special subject areas and are not restricted to children echo reside in
the neighborhood school boundary. Magnet models emerged as a
result of desegregation efforts. In the mid 1970s, these schools
developed curricula designed to appeal to'individualized intecests.
Parents could then elect to send their children to a school with em-
phasis on fine arts. athletics, individualized instruction, or foreign
languages. Foreign language classes in magnet schools range from one
hour a day to partial immersion, where half the curriculum each day is
taught in the second language. Magnets have been successful in a'
number ,of clues, including Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati, St.
Louis, Pittsburgh, and San Diego. -

FLEX. Foreign language experience (FLEX) programs, a third in-
novative approach. also show prynise for the 1980s. The FLEX ap-
proach .; quite diffcrent ftom immersion and magnet schools in that
its goals are not as ambitious. With programs in Indiana. Kansas, and
Maryland, FLEX aims to intoduce children to foreign sounds, words.
and phrases, as well as to accompanying cultural aspects. The ad-
vantage of this approach is that the course can*. be taught by a
classroom teac het who has no'proficsency in the foreign language. The
teachers attend a rw6 -day ,training pcogram, receive self-explanatory
materials and tapes, and then learn the language along with the
students. The progtarri currently is being tested in several cities in In-
diana and is already showing much promise in a school in Evansville.

While some consider teachers unwilling to learn a language along
with their students. Stockwell elementary:school administrators in
southern Indiana found overwhelming enchLoiasm for the program.
These, teachers not involved in the pilot study wanted to be included.

FLES. The fourth type of program visited was the traditional FLES
model, where foreign language' is taught before, during, or ifter
school for a specific number of hours pet week. Today's innovative
FLES classes emphasize oral language more than they used to. Trity
also use interesting textbooks, like Vire le Frartiars (Addison-Wesley,
1978) with amusing cartoons and rcalllife situation tapes that the stu-
dents seem to love. The long-standing exemplary FLES program in
Lexington, Massachusetts uses that series along with supplementary
exectises that include= enjoyable way of learning verb tenses by
rhythm.

See FLES page

The Bulletin is sent free of charge to domestic subscribers to
the TESOL-Quarterly, Foreign Language Annals, and the Lin-
guistic Reporter, as well ail libraries that receive the
ERIC microfiche collection. InclAildual issues will be sent on

- request. Write to User Services EPIC Clearinghouse on Lan
guages and Linguistics, Center for Applied Linguistics, 3520
Prospect, Street, N.W., Washington, O.C. 20007. (2021298.
9292)
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. ,.I 'llemuluortheluzevseemto indicate that there is only a as -Lo1

level in these eight Juges (J total of 18 percent), on-site visits were en-
Icouraging. Foreign language programs thar do exist are successful and
have a promising place in the future. The enthusiasm lal the parents,

'students. and administrators for these programs is overwhelming.
,In maw schools. (bete are long waiting lists to ger into immersion

aclasses..Language instruction in the 1980s differ} from that of the pastII decade in that programs today emphasize speific goals of proficiency.
. Also. today more programa are working toward the advanced goal of

Ifunctional fluency. The trend in many schools is to move away from
the nonintensive language classes and toward the intensive apptoach
where students are constandy'exposecl to the language.

Nonimmersion (nonintensive) language classes, however, are suc-
cessful and will also play a promising role in the future. As long as the
goals are clear, the programs will continue to prove successful. FLEX's
goals of exposure, to the Wit concepts of language and culture are
clear, and FLEX is successful. One of the pitfalls of FLES programs of
the past, however, was that their goals wete not made clear. Parents
were led to believe their 'children would become fluent in the
language after only three years of classes two times a week (a feat very
few could accomplish).

some
trend toward tecagnizing program goals should help alleviate

some of the fluency expectation problems that plagued us in the past
when goals wete not spelled mit. If your child is in a FLEX ptograrn,
vou would expect him/ her to get an exposure to the language and
culture. If:vour chid is in a FLES prcfgram, you would know s/he
Would be introduced to the basics of the language, with emphasis on
oral language. depending on the program. With the immersion ap-
proach. vou would expect your child to become futagtionally fluent, to -
study most of the subiects in the foreign language, and to be able to
get along speak that language abtoad. Once the goals of the pro-

, gram are understoo , increased satisfaction and less ctiticisin will like-
ly result. In other wo .,you won't be surprised if your child in FLES

L
oesn' t become fluent er two years of study.
Those who cried.loud and 'dear, "FLES IS DEAD" should take
other look at what is go on in elementary schools. They will be

pleasantly surprised. Immersion. language magnets, FLEX, and FLES
programs are setting a new wave for the future, and schools currently
without foreign language will inevitably see the importance of these
innovative programs. The cost of most innovative programs is mini-

APPENDIX A page

mat. Immersion and some magnet programs hire classroom teachers
who ale bilingual, so there is no extra rest to the school for a language
specialist. Alio, FLEX programs use the regular classroom teacher, so
budget problems are iioan obstacle.

As well as providing the skill to communicate in another language,
learning a foreign language enriches a chil'l's life cogrOvely, socially,.
and personally. It is an integril part of every child's education ro learn

. about culture and language. Our elementary schools should include
foreign language as one of the basics. After all, we know that children
learn languages more easily than adults, so why not cake advantage of ,
that ability?

ov

For a list of immersion and partial immersion language prOgramt in
U.S. elementary schools or for more information on the FLES project,
please contact Nancy Rhodes at the Center for Applied Linguistic,,
3520 Prospect Sr., N.V., Washington, D.C. 20007. We are collect.
mg insirmation about elementary language programs across the
country, so any information about FLES activity in your community
would be appreciated.

SOME RECENT FLES MATERIALS IN ERIC'
ED 198 738 Bartos, Marilyn and others. Language and Man! An Ec

ploratory Program for Grade Six. 1972. 121p.
ED 191 279 A Resource Kis of Foreign Language Immersion Material,

from the Milwaukee Publi Schools. 1980. 100p.
ED 191 257 Meyer. Gertrud E. A German Language Continuum:

Kindergarten through Grade 3. 1978. 36p.
ED Of 256 Gradisnik. Anthony and Helena Anderson. Multi-

Language School: A Teacher's Guide. 1978. 31p.
ED 183 .463 Beane, Brute A. Ethnic Heritage .end !Language Schools

in Greater Cleveland: A Directory. 1979. 138p.
ED 176 551 Elementary French Resouke Book. 1976. 80p.
hi.; 176 550 Elementary French Program Guides. 1976. 41p.

'Documents identified by an ED number may be read on microfiche
at an ERIC library collection or ordered from the ERIC Document
Reproduction Service, P.O. Box 190, Arlington, Virginia 22210.

w.

ERIC Clearinghouse on
Languages and Linguistics
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differ nt approach from immersion. the Chicago school
system provides a Voluntary program optiOn for desegre
gation through Inagnet. schools,' teaching French, Span-
ish. Italian. Japanese, Greek, and Polish, Edwin Cudecki
stressed that the language emphasis schools' are' not for
the elite: all Children participate, including learning
d6abled and educable mentally handicapped. The stu.
dents have an average of one-half hour of language in-
struction daily, and 'interfacing of the curriculum' is en- f

couraged with students helping one another and teachers
helping other teachers. The Chicago Language Acade-
mies. as they are called, share short daily exposure to the
foreign language with traditional FLES programs, of
which three were represented at the conference.

.., -
Joan Kennedy of Woodbridge, Connecticut. described

the program for grades 3-6 at Beecher Elementary School,
where French is taught three periods a week for 30 min-
utes each period. Emphasis is on oral communication,
with reading and writing in French introduced in grades 5
and 6. A similar program exists in Lexington. Massachu-
setts, where Evelyn Brega is foreigh language coordinator.
The program is based on the assumption that all children
can learn 'a foreign language. and although the program is
voluntary, 92% of their studcnts participate. Brega at-
tributes the durability of tit, 20-year-old program to the
-serious attention given to coordination between the 'ele-
mentary language program and the junior high program
into which the elementary schools teed. The TILES pro-
gram in Fairfax County, Virginia, is different from the
Woodbridge and Lexington programs in that it is extracur-
ricular. Connie Dillman explained that it is sponsored by
the County Division of Adult Seryices and the classes .

meet before or after school, usually two times a week. for
45 minutes or once 4 week for an hour. The teachers are
given resource materials and a program of studies and
have a great deal of flexibility in designing,their lesson
plans. - _ .. .

The conference participants represented an 'extremely
diverse array of approaches to elementary school Ian.
guage instruction. Consensus was reached with relative
ease, however, on what information should be gathered
by project staff to help those.considering establishmegt of
an elementary school language program make their
choice, Of primary consideration is an enumeration of the
various kinds of models that currently exist for foreign
language instruction. Conferees agreed that such a listing
should incorporate or even be preceded by a discussion of
thioutcomes that may be expected from each kind of ele-
mentary school language instructional program. Tor
instance. what sort of language:competence could one rea-
sonably expect from a child of average language ability
after one year of FLES instruction in Spanish? How would
the language performance of the FLES child differ from
that of a similar child after a year in an immersion program?

Conferees agreed that a need exists for a list of consult-
ants in the area of elementary school language instruc-
tion. This list,would include both those present at the con-
ference arid other individuals around the country and in
Canada who have fairly extensive experience with ele.
mentary school foreign language instruction. from FLES
to immersion.

It .was generally agreed that the CAL.-project should
gather complete information about the pitfalls of estab-

APPENDIX B page 2 .,

fishing various kinds of elementary school foreign lan-
guage projects so that individuals who are considering
such programs will be able to avoid making the mistakes
that have plagued elementary language instruction for
many years. Perhaps the most difficult problem it that.of
finding qualified teachers: it is rare to find an individual_
who is both a qualified elementary school teacher and hat
excellent language skills in two languages. Except in a
small number of areas in the country, institutions of
higher education are not preparing teachers for elemen-
tary school foreign language instruction. (Likely excep-
tions to this are Louisiana, Texas. and California.'
Another problem is that sometimes an eminently quali-,
Pied teacher is impeded from conducting a progVam .be-
cause of teacher certification problems.

The group Iecognized a need for three different kindsof
materials of instruction. The first type comprises text ma-
terials, both printed and audiovisual, which are intended
for use in language classrooms. Such materials may take
the form of basic texts or supplementary materials, al-
though most group , members thought that elementary
school foreign language teachers tend to devise their own
curriculum, using materials from various sources, thus.
making a basic textbook of less utility. The second need is
for authentic materials from the target culture: realia of
all kinds, particularly packaging for merchandise. Finally,
there is a need for materials of instruction used in the
target cultures 'of the languages studied and written in
those languages. For most public school situations, how-
ever, much of this curriculum. from abroad must be modi-
fied by those responsible for instruction in American
elementary school language programs, since these foreign
materials frequently embody political or social points of
view that are unacceptable in American public education
today. In other elementary sf hoot settings; particularly
those in private education. such Materials may be used
without adaptation. .

_

-

'Because any elementary school foreign language pro-
gram does a considerable amount of materials-writing'to
adapt existingMaterials to the local situation, it would be
helpful for those considering implementing elementary
programs. be they FLES programs or immersion ones, to
have exatnples of such local curriculum writing and adap-
tation available from one souse. One of the project objec-
tives is to gather such materials and.process them into the
ERIC-system so that they will be available to the profession.

.
The problem of articulation (ensuring that students who

have bad an elementary school language experience are
able to pursue more advanced .rork-irilutrior-highschool
or middle school) continues to be a vexing one for both
FLESiprograms and elementary school immersion pro-
grams. Sometimesand this is a sad ironyapathy or
even opposition characterizes the response of foreign lan-
guage- teachers at more advanced levels of struction.

eleme ary schoolThe problem of where both FLES and
foreign language immersion fit into the foreign language
teaching program in general is one that needs consider-/
able attention. In fact, a number of- conferees believe that,
elementary school language instruction lacks legitimacy
in the eyes of a large segment of the foreign language
teaching profession and is therefore notpported age-
quately by the foreign language teaching profession's

CONTINUED p. 6
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- SUMMER, frcini:p. 3
Algonquian, and Iroquoian Teacher Training
This summer program. in two sections for teacher} of
Cree, Delaware, Ojibwe and of Cayuga, Mohawk, and
Oneida continues the instructor courses conducted by the
Canadian artment of Indian and Northern Affairs.
The fi part of the program, for syllabic literacy. and
bilin al teaChers, will be 15 June to 3 July; the section for
second language teachers will be 13 July to 31 July: They
are offered by Lakehead University's (Ontario) J Fa I ofit
Education. Fqr details, write Mary Mitchell, De .. of La
guages: Lakehead Univ.; Thunder Bay, Ontari .P7B 5E1,
Canada. ' *

Intensive Japanese at the University of Illinois at
Chicago Circle 4
An eight-week summer intensive course in' beginhing jap-
atimse will be offered from 22 June to 14 August, 1981. For
12 undergraduate credit hours the fee will be $229.00
(resident), $547.00 (nonresident). Write for further infor-
mation to Professor Thomas Rohlich, who will be the in-
structor for" the course, Depart. of Linguistics, Univ.
Illinois at Chicago Circle, Box 4348, Chicago, IL 60680.

.
*

Intensive Instruction in Haitian Creole
In *conjunction with the Suminer Institute for Haitian
Creole Bilingual Teachers, Indiana University will be
offering intensive instruction in Haitian Creole during the
Second_Suramer Session-of 1981. Two levels will be of-
fered: L319, Beginning Haitian Creole {June 18-27) will
be taught during a 10-day intensive session featuring total
immersion type instruction with foUr hours daily of class-
room instruction and additional self-instructional work in
the linguage laboratory; L320, Intermediate Haitian
Creole (June 29 to July 241 will include two hours daily of
classioom instruction, work in the language lab, and op-
portunities to practice Haitian Creole with a large number
of native speakers. For information concerning registra-
tion procedures and fees contact: Creole Institute, Indiana
University, Ballantine 602, Bloomington, Indiana 47405.
Telephone {812)'337.0097.

Hungarian Studies
From 15 June t2 25 July an intensive six-week Hungarian
'Studies program will be held in Ada, Ohio. Besides
*tune instruction in Hungarian grammar, composition,
and conversation. there will be courses dealing with the
history, politics, culture, and society of East Central
Europe. A special feature of the program will be the

CONTINUED p. 16-.

,ELEMENTARY, front p. 2
regional and national associations.

A second contarence is 'scheduled for August 1981 and
will include- representadvei from innovative projects
studied, other foreign language professionals, adminis-
trators, and parents..

Thyproject Advisory Group Will continue to provide in-
fo consultation over the duration of the project and
will convene within a month nf the project's end, to con-
sider a draft final report. CAL..project staff are G. Richard
Tucker and Nancy C. Rhodes.-

B page

Language in Guatemala

(The author is an anthropologist teaching at Universidad de San Carlos,
Guatemala.) .

Linguistic work iii"Guaterriala has been almost entirely in .
the hands'of foreigners, most of them Americans. To my
knowledge, there are no more than four GUatemalati na-
tionals who are linguists; only two actually reside in
GUatemala-is of December 1980, and only one is a native
speaker of an Indian language. No Guatemalan' university
offers a major in linguistics, and no other major includes
more than two linguistics courses. Unfortunately, there
are few signs that point to this situation changing in the
near future.

Lantuages and Literacy
Guatemala is one of that handful of Latin American na-
tions (along with Paraguay. Bolivia; Peru, Ecuador, and
Mexico) in which indigenous groUps- speaking native
Americanindian languages continue to 'form a sizeable
propo a of the population. Approximately half the
coup 's six million people speak one of 20 separate
May languages, which, according to one source, are
furthei fragmented into some 70 dialects (T. Kaufman,-
Proyecor- de olfabetos. . Guateinala: Editorial Pineda
Ibarra, 1976).

Major Mayan Languages-of
Guatemala (1964 census)

Language No of Speakers

Quiche 520,000
(14 dialects. 66 towns)

Mam 321,000
(15 dialects. 53 towns)

Cakchiquel 271,000
.(12 dialects. 48 towns)

Itekchi 209,000
Pocomchi 61,000
lxil 46,000
Kanjobal' 43,000
Tzutujil 42.000
Pocomam 42,000
Chord 32,000
Jacaltec 27,000
Chuj 21,000
Acatec 18,000
Aguacatec 13,000

Guatemala exhibits a high incidencef monolingualism
in the Indian langages; especially in certain areas of the
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-'APPEMOIX C page 1

INITIAL MEETING OF PROJECT ADVISORY GROUP

The meeting of the advisory group in November 1980 had a dbal purpose: '(1) to

obtain guidance from a broad spectrum of elementary school- language prac-

titionerg at the beginning of the project, end (2) to give represenxatives from

the field an opportunity to meet and exchange views (list of participants and

agenda also in appendix): The participants, representing 10 scbools or school

districts teaching foreign language at the elementary level, have language.
programs ranging from the 'traditional Foreign Language in the Elementary 'School

program (FLES), in which the language is taught for a short period daily for up

to5 days a- -week, to total immersion, where all the subject Matter is taught

through the foreign language. Six participants represented some type of immer-

sion program, three represented FLES programs and one represented six-language-

option magnet schools..

Consensus was attained with relative ease on what information should be gathered

by project staff in order to assist-mhose considering the introduction of an

elementary school language program. O primary importance was,a clear-descrir

tion of the various models which currently exist for foreign language

instruction. The conferees agreed, however, that incorporated into such a

listing, or perhaps even preceding it, should be a discussion of the learning

outcomes which may Ae expected from each kind of elementary school program. For

instance, what sort of.language competence would it be reasonable bo'expect from

a child of average language ability after one year of FLES instruction in

Apanish? How would the language performance of the FLES child differ from-that

of a similar child after a year in an immersion program?

The conferees agreed that a-need exists for a"list of consultantilin the area of

elementary school language instruction. This liit would include those present

at the conference as well as other individuals in the U.S. and Canida who have

extensive experience with elementary school foreign language instruction, from

FLES to immersion.

sion programs (See

At this time there is a list of immersion and partial immer-

appendix) though it does not yet include all FLES programs.

It was agreed that the CAL i'i.Edect should gather complete information about the

pitfalls of establishing various kinds of elementary school foreign language

.programs so that individuals who are considering such programs will be able to
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avoid making mistakes in,program design, public relatiOns, and other areas that

have plagued elementary language instruction for many years.

page,

. . ...
.

Perhaps the most difficult .problem is ,that of finding qualified teachers. It is

rare to findan individual who is a qualified elementary school teachervand has-
ci

at the same time excellent language skills in two languages. Except in a small

number of areas in the country, higher education institutions are not preparing

teachers for elementary salool foreign language instruction: (Notable excep-

tionsare Louisiana, Texas, and California, and Minnesota.) In addition to the

problem oscarcity of teachers, sometimes an eminently qualified teacher is

impeded from conducting a program because of teacher certification problems.

The group recognized a need for three different kinds of instructional materials.

The'first type comprises text materials, both printed and.audicvisual, intended

for use in language classrooms. Such materials may,take the form of basic texts

or ofoupplementary materials, although it was the feeling of most group members

that 41ementari school ft:reign language tedchers tend to devise their own

curriculum,.using materials from various doercesthes-making a basic textbook

of* le s utility. The second need is for authentic realia'from the target

culture. Finally, there is a need for instructional materials used by students

who azie native speakers'of the target languages. For-most public school

y
situat1ions, however, much of this curriculum from abroad must be modified by

P.-

those iesponsible for instruction in American elementary school language

piogralls, since these foreign materials frequently-embody politidiior social

points \of view which are unacceptable in American public education today. In.

other elementary school settings, particularly those is private education; such

materials maybe implemented without adaptation:

Since annelementary school foreign language program d

of materials-writing to adapt *tat has alreadY been do

it would be helpful to those considering implementing

either FLE\or immersion programs, to have examples of

writing and adaptation available from one source. One

should be to\gather such materials and Co process them

that they will be available to the profession.

oes a considerable amount

ne to the local situation,

elementary programs,

'such local curriculum

64
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The problem of.articulation (assuring that students who have had an elementary

school language experience are able to pursue more advanced work in junior high

school and beyond) continues to be a vexing one for both PLES programs and ele-

mentary, school immersion programs. Oftentimes, apathy or even opposition
.

characterizes the response Of fofeign language teachers at more, advanced levels
ti

of instruction. The problem of where both PUS and elementary school foreign

language immersion fit into the foreign language teaching'progriam in general is

' one which needs considerable focused attention,. In fact, a number of conferees

were of the opinion that elementary schodl language instruction! is lacking a/

sense of legitimacy in. the eyesof the large segment of the foreign language

teaching profession, and is therefore not'supported adequately Ihy the

profession's regional and national associations.

Theprojectadvikory group agreed to continue to provide inform h1 consulation

over the duration of the project, and arranged to Convene again-in August to
0 .

review the draft final report.

.1
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I

?MAL MEETING OF PROJECT ADVISORY GROUP
-

At the final meeting in August, the advisory grodlo set out to accomplish three

basic objectives: (1) to review andevaluate the draft report, and to reach. a

consensua on conclusions and recommendations ,to be drawn from the report; (2) to

,.continue the exchange of inforntation between participants concerning their own

programs; and (3) to consider desirable future activities in areas related to. N

the general goals of the project.

The thirteen participants, ten of whom had attended the initial meeting in

November (see list in appendix), represented a widefrange of elementary fdreign
.

language programs'-in the U.S. The programs range from the traditional' foreign

language in the elpr:antery'school program (FLES) to total immersion. The advi-

sory group was comprised of foreign language. administrators and teachers. Als6,

participating were a visiting scholar from Australia researching foreign

language evaluation; and a representative from the Geraldine R. Dodge

_Foundation.

One apparent need that arose inthe course dk :the two -day discussions was

common and consistent terminology to describe the various types of early

language learning programs that vary irom
,
simple introductory exposure on a very-

.

for a

Limited basis(e.g. FLEX classes) to complete immersion programs extending over

several years. The grouv'suggested.that the total scope of early language

learning activities could best be repreieated by the following categories:

1. FLEX (basic exposure to language and lulture)

2. FLES (classes whose main focus. is teaching the foreign language)

a. during school

b. before or after school

c. ethnic schools
4

3. Immersion (classes and other activities that, are carried out in-)

the foreign language but which are aimed at conveying other sub-.

ject matter, for example, social studies)

a. partial,immersion_(a portion of the classes are taught
ro

/ through the foreign language)

b. total- immersion (all the classes are taught through the

foreign language, except Englist language arts)

66,
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The types of programs listed above can also be placed on a'conninuum, using the

following categories: 1) amount of time spent on subject content and on language

(time ion task), 2) goals'and objectives, and 3) pupil characteristics. Factors

common to all programs include: (1) community foreign language 'resources; (2)

school district organization, size, and resources; and (3) evaluation

procedures.

An integral aspect of the meeting was a discussion of 'conclusions and recommen-

dations for.-future study of elementary school foreign language prosy:pls.\

Prelithinary site visit, observations were used as,a basis fo the discussion, and

the advisory group made suggestions for the recommendations. Adding to the

draft observations, the participants reached a consensus-for 'recommendations -in

nine major areas: (1) -definition orgoals, (2) articulation, (3) langUage

assessment; (4)''supplementar activities, (5)'community support, (6). materials,

(7) teachers, (8) resource personnel, and (9) program administration.
01,

Another aspect of the meeting dealt with recommendations for future work needed

in the field of elementary schdol foreign'language'instruction. It was agreed

that a booklet written for parents and teachers answeringoften-asked questions

about foreign language programs is the most needed item.in the field. Questions

were suggested that should be. answered in such a booklet. These questions, noe

ordered,
.

rank r are ones that the advisory group considered important eo answer
t'

al

before starting a new elementary school program. It is hoped that'such a

booklet will be produced in 1081-82 as part of the second year of activities for

the project. Important questions or topics to be addressed include:

1. Why is foreign language important?

2. which foreign languages should be taught?

3. Is foreign language for everybody?

4. How much time should be spent in class? (Where does the time come froul?

Discuss scheduling.)

5. What is the effect of foreign language study on achievement (in English and

in other subject matters)?

6. Whit happeim after grade 6? (articulation)

7. 'ransportation -- how do children get to school? (Magnet schools suggest

that the school should be,responsible for getting children to and from school.)
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10* How are extracurricular activities Plannoa for children who'muet be bussed?
,-e-

9. Public relations of school and role of parent groups.

10. How to cope with grpwth of the school (one now immersion class each yea ?)

, 11. Community. information exchange (two-may communicatiowwith community aneschcol)

'12. What are the expected outcomes, of the program? (very important aspect)

13. How do -we show these outcomes?

14. Glossary of terms (define immersion, partial immersion, FLES, FLEX, etc.)

15. Suggest questions for parents..to ask administrators.

The question of assessment instruments and procedures for their use in early

language instruction was discussed to some extent near the close of the meeting.

It was agreed that tests capable of showing tangible language achievement on the

part of the students would be -very* important from a number of perspectives,

including iridiiiidual student assessment,' review and monitoringof local

programs, and general public information about the outcomes ot4TritTab,cruCtion.

It was notes that tests of this type could serve a useful articulation role be-

twe n elementary and secondary school courses, since elementary achievement test
. .

4
res lts could also be 3sed for secondary plaCement purposes. Project' staff will

continue'to explore the assessment question in the 6ouise of second-year activities.
. .

$

t $

The project, advisory group has served a very worthwhile, function to the project.

They have directed us to focus on the ciucial aspects of'elementary school

_foreign language instruction, and have given us the "educators' view" of,
.*?,$4

instruc4on. The participants have agre&I'to-continue serving as our

,a visory body for the coming year, and the project staff plan to keep in close

communication with them concernirg activities taking place over this period:

Wit
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9:00 a.m.

9:30 a.m.

9:'45-10:45

.APPENDIX E page
DRAFT

FLES CONFERENCE AGENDA
a 20 November 1980

ACT FL Convention
SHERATON BOSTON
Aeacon Room "C"

Welcoming Remarks, Introduction of Conference Participants,
and Finalization of Agenda - C. Richard Tucker

Introductory remarks on purpose of project - Peter A. Eddy
(Summary of project provided with letter of invitation)

Short descriptions (5-minutes) of the,10.participant's
programs. Discussion.

10:45-11:00 BREAK

11:00-12:00 Continuation of program descriptions

Decide focus and format of afternoon discussions; some
possible options:

a) Small group discussions divided by program type
(FLES, Immersion, and other innovative prbgrams)

b) Small group-'discussl,ons of different topics

c) Large -group discussion focusing on particular
problems

d) Continuation of earlier discussion

e) Other

12:00-1:30 LUNT

Discnssion (as decided above)

3:3G-3:45, BREAK

3:45-5,100 Open discussion of what participants want FLES project to
emphasize, moderated by CRT, PAE, and NCR

1) What needs tn..be done to make it easier for other
elementary Scaoolsto start 1.. ,reign language programs

,2) What information should be compiled to assist those
starting new programs

3) Leads about places:we should contact about new programs
4) Advice on the states we're selecting for our survey,
5) Other

r

N



DRAFT
FLES Conference Agenda

Center for Applied Linguistics
Washington, D.C.
Augwit 20, 21, 1981

Thursday, August 20, 1981

*900 - 9:30

9:30 - 9:45

APPENDIX E ',nip 2

Welcoming remarks, introducOtion of conference par-
ticipants, finalization of purpose of meeting and agenda
G. Richard Tucker and JohnClark
(Details about lunch, dinner, etc.)

Introductory remarks on accemplishements of project to-
date -- Nancy Rhodes

9:45 : 11:00 Short descriptions and updates of 6 participants'
'15rograms: 'Mimi Met, ;Hal Wingard, Connie Dillman, Evelyn
Braga, Kerry Fairbairn, Helena Anderson

11:00 - 11:15 BREAK

11:15 - 12:30 Comments and suggektions on our recommendations in the
findI report

12:30 - 1:30 LUNCH at CAL
Tour of CAL (Steve Blackburn)

1:30 - 3:00 Continued discussion

3:00 - 3:15 BREAK

3 :15 - 4:30 Suggestions for future study of articulation problems

7:30 p.:14, Reservation at a Georgetown restaurant

1* ** ** ** ** ** ** ** * * ** ** ** **

Friday, August 21, 1981,

9:00 - 11:00 Description and updat4s of 6 programs: Ed Cudecki,
Joan Kennedy, Gabriel Jacobs, Virginia Greater,
Maurice Gendron, Dorothy Goodman.

11:00 - 11:15 -BREAK

11 :'15 - 1:00 Suggestions for carrying out next year's projet and
discussion of pos.-lilac development activities
Concludingremarks

70
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INVITED FLES CONFERiNCE PARTICIPANTS
Center for Applied Linguistics

Washington, D.C.
August 10-21, 1981

PROJECT COORDINATORS

G. Richard Tucker, Director
Center for Applied Linguistics
3520 Prospect St., NW
Washington,, DC 20007
(202) 298-9292

John L. D. Clark, Division Director
Foreign Language Education
Center for Applied Linguistics
3520 Prospect St., NW
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 298-9292

Nancy Rhodes, FLES Project Coordinator
Center for Applied Linguistics
3520 Prospect St., NW
Waahington, DC 20007
(202) 298-9292

PARTICIPANTS

Helena Anderson
Foreign Lanlcage Curriculum Specialist
Milwaukee Public Schools
P.O. Drawer 10K
Milwaukee, WI 53201
(414) 475 -8305

Evelyn Brega
Coordinator of Foreign Languages
Lexington public Schools
2b1 Waltham-St.
,L'exington, MA 02173
'(611) 862-7500 -

Edwin Cudecki, Director
Bureau "of Foreign Languages
Chicago,Board of Education
228 N. LaSalle St., Room 858
Chicago, IL 60601

(312) 641-4048

William M. Derrick
Development Office
Mount Assumption.
Plattsburgh, t .12901

(518) 561-8665

g

Connie Dillman, Elementary Foreign
Language Area Coordinator

Fairfax County Public Schools
5223 Granthan St.
Springfield, VA 2,151

(703) 978-55.13

APPENDIX F

Peter A, Eddy
(Former FLES Project Director)
2315 N. Roosevelt St, i

Arlington, VA 22205

Kerry Fairbairn
Visiting Scholar/Australia
Research on (Foreign Language)
Evaluation Program

CIRCE
c/o Bob Stake
270 Education Building
Urbana, IL 61801

Maurice C. Cendron
Department of Foreign Languages
California State University
Fresno, CA 93740

Dorothy Goodman, Director
Washington International School
3100 Macomb St. NW
Washington, -DC 20008
(202) 244-0959

Virginia Cramer
Foreign Language Coordinator
Hinsdale Elementary Schools
58 Sheffield Lane
Oak Brook; IL 60521

Gabriel Jacobs, Principal
Four Corners Elementary School
325 University Boulevard West
Silver Spring, MD 20901
(301) 593-1125

Joan Kennedy, FLES Teacher
Woodridge Public Schools
Beecher Rd.
Woodiidge, CT 06525
(203) 387-6631

Myriam Met, Bilingual Program
Coordinator
gincinnati Public Schools
230 East 9th St.

'Cincinnati, OH 45202
(513) 369-4937 '

Harold B. Wingard
Curriculum Specialist
Foreign Language. Education
San Diego City Schools
.4100 Normal St.
San Diego, CA 92103
(714) 293-8440'
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December 16, 1980

C. Edward Scebold
Executive Director, ACTFL
2 Park Ave., Suite 1814
New York, NY 10016

Dear Ed:

We are writing on behalf Of the group of elementary r.chool foreign
language professionals which met on Thursday 20 November. and Friday
21 November in the Sheraton BostonBotel to serve in .an advisory
capacity to a CAL project :Elementary School Foreign Language
Instruction in-the United States: Innovations 'fir the 1980'1;"
First of.all we wish to express our thanks to ACTFL for arranging
to aecommodate,our meeting On Thursday in one of the designated.
ACTFL conference rooms. Secondly, we would like to,reinforod some
statements made in the public .sessions on the conference theme
"Priorities' for the 1930's" by some members of the group and to
perhaps add some statements which were not made publicly dU.H.ng
the ACTFL meeting. We believe that Eta ACTFL. publication on
priorities in foreign language instruction for the coming decade
will be missing an important opportunity if it does not capitalize
on. thcl widely-held opinion among the Aires: car public that
elementary school.foreign language instruction is a "good thing."
The foreign language teaching profession must nurture (but
actively and creatively guide)this perception in order to avoid
repeating the frustrations which we have suffered in recent past
experience with FLES.

Contrary to results published in several recent surveys, elementary.
school foreign langna& instruction is not a dead issue in this
country. Rather, a broad range of programs are in existence,
ranging from FLES programs tbat have been in place for twenty,yeari
or more, to various types of immersion programs, some of which now
have more than fiire years of experience. In the survey we did for
the'Northeast Conference, 20Z of our secondary school respondents
(N=732) indicated that there was elementary school language ,

instruction in their district or building. Further, increases in
the 'number of inquiries .concerning elementary school language
instruction from the public at large indicate that there is,height-
ened interest generally in language instruction at this level.
Such increases in public interest have br.en noted in state cdudation
agencies, here at the Center for Applied Linguistics, and. in various

a.
3520 Prospect gioet, N.W. War.Nouton, D.C. 20007 (202)248 4292 Ctthio: Chit DUNG

rase.
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C. Edward Seehold
16 December 1980
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'2410W

other professional associations; yomay have noticed it yourself,
Finally, in uomc school districts wher6 foreign language enrollment
in junior high and senior high school is either stagnating or
declining, elementary school foreign language enrollment is on the
increase. .

It seems to us that specific mention needs to be made iii the forth-
coming "Priorities for the 1980's" Publication because of the
prevailing "FLES is dead" attitude held by so many of those in the
foreign language teaching profession whose most recent experience
with elementary language instruction is with a FLES prpgiam that
has disappeared. Ti nothing is said, ,the status 2.110 will be
assumedto h continuing; we maintain thdt this is not accurate.
1c feel strongly that if properly managed, a renaissance in
elementary language instruction can be brought about in AineriESir
education.

It seems to us that reference in the ACTFL "Priorities" publication
to elementary school foreign langulge instruction might be made in
the following trays:

1. Mention should be made somewhere in the volume that
elementary school language appears to ,be gaining ground,
and that programs.from standard FLES,' both in and out of
school, to various types of immersion, are being launched
across the country. There is a need-for accurate informa-
tion about elementary school, language instruction so that
patent groups and school boards will make their decisions
with better knOwlddge than did their predecessors Merity
years ago.
2. In the curriculum and materials, development segment of
the "Priorities ", volume, reference should be made to the
lack of materials existing for elementary school foreign
language programs and to the fact-that cruch materials-
construction appears to be going on in,loeal programs.
There is a need for focused attention on just whgt the
needs are Of the various kinds of elementary progtams and
how to meet them. {At the present moment, commercial
publishers are not ready to invest in thismarket, since
they do tot know how many potential sales the'r'e arc.)
3. In the research segment of the priority statement,
three different, kinds of documentation should be called'
for. First, the language- teaching profession should

-Afind out-hovmany students 'there are in elementary
'school foreign language study in this country.' Secondly,
the foreign language achieverhent of students in standard
FLES and in the various,types of immersion programs
shouldbe documented so, that the interested public can
be informed about what outcomes to expect if they are

.13
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considering alternative typed of Programo. Finally,
American school districts should replicate Canadian
research in local immersion programs to demonstrate
the effects of this experience on American youth.
4. In the segment concerning Leacher education. it
should be pointed out that the most pressing need
for elementary school_language instruction is for
well-qualified teachers; that is, for individuals
with excellent language, competence, subject knowledge,...
as well as expertise in teaching. Some school
districts which arc laying off language teachers arc
hiring elementary immersion teacheLs. Foreign
Language teachers, both in-service and pre-service,
should be encouraged to broaden their training to
enable then to teach content material in the foreign
language, not only at the elementary school level
but in junior high school and senior high school as
well.

In-Celiiclusion, we sincerely hope that you will consider incorporating
these ideas into the ACTFL publication in question. It is our
perception that the elementary schoo0orcign language phenomenori
will grow in the next feu years whether or not the professional
associations concerned with foreign language teaching recognize the
movement. It appears to us that ACTFL and other foreign language
associations wIll:be doing the Americ n public a real service by
providing the expertise we have accumu ated over the past several
decades in an attempt to avoid some of the disappointments
encountered in elementary school language instruction, during the
late 1950's and early 1960's.

Sincerely yours,

iteter A., Eddy

G. Richard Tucker

Nancy C Rhodes

Cc: Professor Dale L. Lange

PAE
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Survey of lementary School Foreign Language instrucrion

I. Are foreig nguage(s) currently being taught in your elementary'
school?

A. 0 Yes, foreign languages are taught during the regular school day.
Yes, foreign languages are taught before and/or afrer school.C. Duo, but we are considering scarring a foreign language program.D. 0 No, foreign languages have been raughc in the pasr in our school,
but not currently.

E. a No, ve have never taught foreign lan uages.
F. No, but there is at least one orher ementary school in our

district that teaches foreign langua

it. If you checked either A and/or 5 abov ar language(s):f 0 Spanish O Frdnch 0 Latin0 Ceraan 0 Orher
specify

III. If you do have foreign language classes, please write the name,
address, and telephone number of the person ar your school we
should conract for more information:

Name - Address
Title
Mine ( )

7;

5 .



C*ntit for
Applied )
linguistics

January 16, 1981

Dear Principal:

APPEND/i

We at the Center for Applied Linguistics are convinced that there is an
increasing interest these days in'elementary school foreign language instruction
in the United States. Since there has been very little investigation done
on the state of elementary school foreign language programs, we have obtained
funding from the U.S. Education Department. to investigate the situation. A
description of our project is attached.. We are requesting your help by
filling out the enclosed self-addressed stamped post card.

If you are interested in receiving a copy,of the findings of-our project,
to be completed in Octo4e1A91981, please make:a note on your post card with
your name and address. e

We certainly appreciate your cooperation in our project.

Sincerely,

la-lkAGALbAC44/\
G. Richard Tucker
FLES Proj'ect Co-Director

Peter A. Eddy
FLES Project Co- Director

viAz/ne" e-16,06.2,
Nancy C. Rhodes
FLES Project Coordinator

P.S. A CAL bookIrk is enclosed for you..

Enclosures
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